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Trailer, by red dog

As, you know this is about the path of least resistance; ridding,
"usury"; otherwise, usury repeated to condemn is his- and
her-story; all, from no awareness before eclipse; for, it's in this time
to remember the collapsing dollar; and, martial law around the
corner?
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I'm, sure all know an entity fictionally created is alphabet soup land
as a solution of the past; something, was to be done of a reaction
gleaned; someone, else was blamed; and, the condition(s) created
covertly; and, alphabet soup land is to get something done for itself;
all, stemming from a reaction staged; as

Banks own alphabet soup land created it wants you in media
through the made up problem falsely reported; you, know that ISMs
of a a granted being well guarantee isn't working; and, willingly
no-rights is be given away because of psy-ops anymore; you, tick
the box yes you want reform in banking; you get on with this eclipse
movement;

You, rid monopolized control of currency and negative economic
inductance; please, read between the covers of this path of hollow
bones; and, eclipse now or apocalypse later; as, you are aware;
can, you join things together rather than polarizing?; but, negates
what comes before; you, learn how to join ideas more powerfully
from only using "and" instead of "but"; evidently, by agreeing you
keep all on your side; associated, while you add a view that should
be made; can, you elegantly disagree?;

Clearly, all are aware of how important your conversation is in
directing attention; and, intention; and, being effective in your
communication to get another to go from one view to another; such,
enriched your model of the world;

Obviously, you can see eclipse brings order out of the chaos; the,
past purpose the same; the, "arab list"; the, same as you know as
christians in the past; no, comparison i'm sure is drawn; elite, as a
hand above government all know empowered and manufactured
believable; clearly, more is an enemy; a, scapegoat chosen;

Obviously, bureaucrats and buildings own evidently their polarized
terror of act committed; by, imaging fascism and socially
engineering society to re-order; and, order in enemies created by a
hand above the government;
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i've been waiting for this moment all my life; oh, wakan; wakan
tanka; can you feel this eclipse movement in the air here now?; oh,
wakan; Wakan tanka; for, this is about the path of least resistance;
you, and i get rid of usury once and for all time; tick, the box yes
you want reform in banking; a, count begin august twenty first two
thousand seventeen;

A, total solar eclipse; seen, from most of the earth; you, and i are
using this as an engine; to, begin a count that lasts until january
twenty third; two, thousand eighteen; one, week before a total lunar
eclipse; which, starts the moratorium; for, it was central hubs using
social media sites; verified, votes;

You, want reform in banking; and, you tick the box; it's, you putting
your hand up; saying, "no" to harm; like, in english you say stop to
harm y'see; and, that's a moratorium; yeah; not, a referendum; no;
this, is a verifiable claim; happyface, says he is a man; this, is
coming from a man;

Happyface, is asking you to come from an office of trust during this
time; not, profit; for, this is the voice; yeah; of, anonymous on earth;
of, all the voiceless; yeah; raising, the air now; with, the stroke of a
pen; with, the path of least resistance; now; moratorium, goes from
total lunar eclipse; january, thirty first two thousand eighteen;

Governments, are being ordered to take a break; from, making any
policy in banking; this, is coming from a verifiable vote; everybody,
has given their auto-graph; this, is not just about turtle island; you,
get busy where you are; you, translate this into other languages;
and, assist get this movement on the fast track; because, we have
these engines in the heavens; providing, us a date;

You, and i we can be moved into a time of constitutional currency;
happyface, is like this piper; asking, you to join him; let, this not just
lie on the whispering winds; i, am the happyface and i has spoken;
aho mitakuye oyasin;
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i, hope you enjoy this path of hollow bones; stay, tuned because
you're being prepared; as, this agent of change; you, can get this
movement on down the road; and, clear away the fat taker effect
we all know; and, your days can turn to gold;

Now, you enjoy this volume two; the, path of least resistance;
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Foreword
Integration, detection involves getting a baseline; and,
observational reference point; who, is adept can not have applied
mastery to cover; controlled, behavior can be spotted; can, be
measured; apparent, credible appearance applied to avoid
detection;

Low, stake deception is control by being aloof; distraction, of wrong
focus of the deceiver; truth-tellers, will often feel not comfortable;
truth-sayers, you could not say are not aware; water cooler effect,
shows beloved can have even forgotten their personal experience;
because, of gossip; cast, may you to jail self; offered, the delivered
judged;

Judged, to thee deliver; no, adversary can of mutual beneficialness;
a, way your art; of, being in up time; though, beloved in agreement;
thrust, out of the path of least resistance; your, offer to deliver
judged; judged, delivered of enemy behavior; as, you are of rapport
you have opportunity; which, can appear; heaven, here is between
two children playing; beloved, allow yourself government; as,
government beloved save;

Will, you once and for all time; you’ve, got rid of usury; and, you've
got constitutional money back again; silence, of a code destroyed
after eclipse; central, hubs to set up verifiable votes; tick, the box
yes or no you want reform in banking; that, you tick the box you’re
saying harm is being done in the present system and you're caring
for all to understand how currency is created and government to
have a moratorium;

From, making any decisions in banking for one year; from, january
thirty first two thousand eighteen; to, january twenty first; two
thousand nineteen; you, can be aware of the fulfillment of the
rainbow prophecy; via, this path of hollow bones; deduced, is it your
spiritual being trait; of, a past thread following; such, as here
represented; you're, remembering your buildedness of graduated
being; your, virtue; mercy, obtained;
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Blessed, be you felt; virtuous; thirst, and hunger; for, this son to be
given his fathers’ rights; in, heaven here; earth, in-him-itance;
in-her-itance; of, virtue; for, mourning be a son not given a father's’
rights; blessed, heavenly kingdom; this, spirit; in, a poor condition;
listen-speech; you'd hear happyface around the braves;

i, am red dog and i will speak; and, unto you this happyface’s mouth
be opened; many, i see around listening; in, the mountains; in, the
groves; in, the forest; the, multitude have slowly sought; wankan, of
such a child; ye, be called as a brave; ye, be a peacemaker; such,
blessedness; for, this is real; not, some localized geographical spot;
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The, metaphor the precedes for you here unfolding in the path of
hollow bones expressed; contains, happyface’s appointment to you
to come from an office of trust; for, isn't, it heaven is this where your
father; glorifies, your alming; good, virtues observed omnipresently;
are, light let be a dwelling; of, such giving;

Beyond, any held in down; with, some small camera; behind, a
rock; you'd, see happyface away not turned; you, from this
happyface be; you, asked; this, happyface gives; and, in the fork of
a road; a, mile you go; compelled, shall you; also, you cloak; such,
a coat; a, way of what’s eclestical;

You don't burden another; though, one beloved can have burdened
you; for, in this happyface ye are rewarded with love; what’s, just
and am just; reigning, sendeth virtue; you and i, can get rid of usury
once and for all time; some, can be risen in heaven here on earth;
father, your children; happyface, and dakota persecuted;

Alphabet soup land, just by fraud reckons an owning exists; of,
happyface’s and dakota’s property; you'd, see such a happyface be
caring for you; you'd, see virtuousness forward to those who have
acted from hate; toward, happyface; happyface, had been cursed;
blessed, is your being; though your

Behavior, might not have been too good; one, beloved healing up is
fantastic; yet, it is ten thousand which is this miracle; this,
happyface is made of some thousand meals given away;

You're, being asked to be happyface’s trustee in settling this
common law claim; the, jubb case was put into the phoenix federal
courthouse; number, two three zero six one five seven zero zero
zero zero zero eight one one three seven two six four;
#2306157000081137264;

This, story of the path of hollow bones; you’d, be keeping in mind;
comes, from one who grew up in the wilderness; who, from such a
humble beginning; has, as simple as a grain of sand; amongst, all
the other grains of sand on a beach; and, on such a shoreline; is, in
the sand; of, grains; of, numbers numerous;
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Is, it those who would milgram you; a, large number of beloved will
milgram you; you, can’t say that’s not so; and, what resistedness is
there; to, be lemminged; for, happyface’s property; which, is
dakota’s property; can, be just abducted; stolen; and, a void court
order not having any ability to be voided;

Don't, tell me armed prostitutes have not been killed; in, the
agricultural fields and on the roads; destroyed, is the land a corps
has been above; and, you know that's not going to be able to feel
anything right?; and, land just laid waste; as, even a long time ago;
for, such longhouses; to, fires that were set of the past; of, the
palisades stormed; villages, of this beloved turtle island; was, run
over; his, is a story about the fat taker; wasi’chu; the, rainbow
prophecy coming to be fulfilled;

Swift tuttle, is going around the sun; and, has deposited a trail of
particle; which, is contributing right now; as, this work is being
released; to, the perseides meteor shower; some, two hundred
meteors per hour in august; jupiter, has pushed such a shower
much closer; peaking, for about a time of half a day or so;

Comet, swift tuttle is the largest object which repeated passes; only,
about sixteen miles wide; yet, the next time is going to be 2126; yet,
you and i are passing through the dust and debris; that’s, been left
behind each year; and, this is creating more of an annual perseid
meteor shower; traveling, at thirty seven miles per second; such,
burn up be a burst of light; and, in the tradition of hiawatha:

One, bonding stick; one, pipe; one, fire; yet, all of a downfall;
means, one of a downfall; for, sibling are you all; you, remember;
and, everywhere where negative economic inductance has been; a,
monopolized condition is of a service provider; is, just simply
spread death; and, storms of injury; that, have swept common law
right out the window; and, all of us be of need of having an eclipse
moment on the earth; for, everyone is not alone;

One, path of least resistance; where a, feather and a hammer are
floating together; seeing, a symbol of eclipse; which, is red black
and white; looking, at a fat c shaped like an earth; turned, around;
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Opened, up at the west; instead, of the east; and, you’re looking at
a crescent moon through that; on, a thirty three degree angle;
many, braves are sitting listening to this story; and, all being put
here now to you; and, red cloud; like, other braves as mc owl; and,
looking frog; i’d, find sitting braves; wisely, enveloped with fragrance
that’s sweet; as, endries of blowingness; upon, herbs scented;
sprinkled;

An, upholder ye be this happyface inside you; of, such a fire of the
council; be, safety of all fires; united, of five peoples; tribal; as, five
evermore mentioned here; in, the time of hiawatha; get, ready for a
really good story; you’re, going to hear bits of this now; other, parts
can be written in another moment; basically, you’ve got to get on
with the movement of eclipse; and, the story behind such; you,
don’t have to know too much; but, you could know at least that
usury is evil; i, am red dog and i has spoke; aho;

Introduction: by, the red dog

I, am red dog and i will speak; some, time passed; some, years;
when, i met happyface again; i, had come into the deepest forests
of the last stand of wilderness; on, the Yuba river; beautiful, vistas
were displayed through large old growth; madrones; sequoias;
redwoods; cedars, pines and firs; it, was not uncommon for me not
to know how far up the track from me; where, things would be; and,
it was not uncommon for happyface to have a spot very deep in the
forest;

In, times past when i had connected; i, found the most unbelievable
luxurious abodes; with, backlit illumination always; beautiful, inner
environments that were with waterfalls; flowers, trees and plants;
nothing, generally on the walls; save, for some medicine items; fine,
handmade rugs would be strewn on the lifeceramic floor;
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Unique, minerals was put within the lifeceramic; the, material
looked exquisite; light, would come in from the sky; and, in through
swales of openness; most, all covered with earth and rock and
garden; all, of natural fauna; i, was greeted by happyface’s
assistants; and, shown around; bathrooms, were exquisite and;
there, was a gorgeous area for lifefood preparation;

Generally, there would be a steady stream of people that would be
coming in; and, even at the late hour i was; such, was the case;
happyface, always would hug everybody first up; make, sure that
you were offered something; then, there was a moment for satsang
in the circle; which, was happening and i joined;

i’d, come to talk about volume two of the series of hollow bones;
and, happyface had said that what would be good for this would be
in state preparation of change agent; this, one who is awakened;

Keeping, company of like-minded around you; was, something i
heard happyface say many times; flute, music began all; beautiful
harp; dulcimer; didgeridoo and drum; soundsongs, came out; a,
beautiful song about many people; one roof; one nation; holy; and,
then a story flowed of the coyote; the

Value of playfulness; the, ability to see the flip to things; the, south
of the medicine wheel was discussed; which, the field mouse also
represents; for, intimacy and all up close; and, the bravest heroes;
i’d, hear story; of, buffalo and elk and deer grazing; you, could see
beloved gather sumpweed; the, seed of which was collected to
make damper; in, the fires at night; and, the brooks that would fall
into creeks; that, would fall into the river of the mountains; tall; and,
this hollow in the nave; round, all winds spin; one, living all is;

Life, edges you to steal excellence; and, that’s the best use of that
word; many, know that going to the temple hasn’t improved any
lust; nor, assisted pick up plastic and rubbish; and, so that the tale
of your life; features, your ability to give to this eclipse movement;
where, this bank is back inside you who can perceive;
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Life, you are breathing; can, apply the clown; the fool; the trickster;
the, coyote and iktome; often, in this culture of turtle island; and,
this is often common characteristic; with, wisdom and myth; most,
of the lodges happyface ran; are, clan of the wolf lodges; for, these
are lodges that’s to do with educating apprentices;

Generally, flat topped and round and facing southeast; a, medicine
wheel for new beginnings; and, playfulness; the, Yuwipi and lodge
healing; One-who-walks across -the-sky ceremony and many
others; always, would come with a foundation of stories about
rabbit; and, of course Cloud Two Children; Two Feathers, and
Turtle;

A, deep romanticness of a time passed; is, brought back to life;
sometimes, lakes of ice are crossed in the mountains; and, this is a
time where you’re on a track less traveled; i, have to tell you a little
in this work about Cloud Two Children; who, was born the elder of
identical twins; who, at the age of seven; it, was noted had very
gifted ability to be excellent at conflict resolution;

This, second series of the path of hollow bones; is, about power;
being, equivalent to formlessness; many, have been taught that
power was access to external rewards; however, happyface
reminds us that power is equivalent to love; i, enquire as to whether
happyface’s son has had any ability to see his father yet?; or,

Was there any progress in having a wo/man who is a magi-strate;
as, a third party independent witness that had signed off on
happyface’s claim; for, his son; and, so, i heard happyface is still
looking; to, find out if common law is still existing; the, features and
subject matter is like a vast shoreless ocean; like many

Stories, west winds of children; twins; this, essential part of stories
of the great lakes region; myths, about our creation and hollow
bones; and, stories of those who had come before us; who, have
given life that you have life; such, myths of creation was always
around lodges;
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Including, smudging lodges and one-who walks-across-the-sky
ceremonies and; just, like the application of fire; that, was noticed
first to come from the chipping of a flint; our, sisters have been
intelligently conditioned to have eyes to see storage; for, the safe
keeping of seeds and nuts; the, fermentation of food in the
swamps; association, with basketry and gorgeous ceramics
invented; our, sisters were always involved in such crafts;

Only, things handmade i saw in happyface’s abode; nothing,
stamped out by any machine; i, would that night take some notes;
which, was primarily about the heroism of our sisters; planting, and
having a deep awareness of various seeds that could be gathered;
to, make damper;

Knowledge, of immaculate conception; pregnancy; and, childbirth;
sustained, fertility all the way through life; many, stories i heard
happyface talk about involved Cheyenne’s little sister; the, Navajo
changing woman; also, white shell and turquoise woman; beautiful
owl; snow leopard; blaze; dancing butterfly; singing elk; miriam
bringsemback; and, many others;
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Such, powerful stories of personal sacrifice and perseverance; of,
those who would call to the animals; this, movement to put the bank
back inside who can perceive; and, training for the state
preparation of being an agent for change; would, involve me
learning more about subliminal communication and; what, power
actually is;

Power, is actually equivalent happyface would say; to,
formlessness; even, that evening; just, before a beautiful smudging
lodge had taken place; where, steam and hot soaking water was
used; in, a ceremony involving washing; personal, power happened
to be the topic that was being discussed;

Topics, that evening ranged from; where, your locus of self control
is and; your, spatial orientation and; how, turning and direction and;
how, sixth sense as vestibular sense; was, being talked about; it,
was happyface’s style not to have any fixed seating; for,
observation could obviously be made; for, where everyone was;
within, themselves in the moment; this, could be read just by where
you came to sit;

Many, today suffer from feeling powerless and; this, was a question
that i was feeling should be very important for the eclipse
movement; those, spreading the word now about getting the bank
back inside; you, who can perceive; and, not left inside some
foreign entity fictional lalaland in a faraway cunt-tree;

i, had a burning desire to assist happyface pull beloved together
here on turtle island; and, i had been staying tuned to the
grapevine; by, connecting in with beloved around happyface; it, was
here where i had come to that happyface said; many, many years
ago; that, a light would come on for the world in this region;

Someone, would speak in the circle and would say; “i, am”; giving,
a medicine name; then, would speak; as, someone had finished
speaking; you, learn to say “i am” and give your medicine name;
Saying, “and i have spoken”; it, was the custom of all listening who
are in agreement; to, say “aho mitakuye oyasin”; and, of course
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i’d like you to know this means “all my relations”; this, i was finding
out really involved everything; close, is you who is this beloved; yet,
conquer; manipulate;

Control, is what happens you don’t have a parent; as, it was white
long legs who came; yet, this great land is of beloved who fly; hop,
slither and swim; that, run crawl and grow; and, this is what is
meant when it would be said; “aho mitakuye oyasin”; there, is
nothing here that you’re not related to;

Power, is equivalent to love and being humble; which, are virtues;
yet, as virtues; these, virtues are you being more owned; and, the
most powerful virtue of all is perfect detachment; for, all distance for
all journeys; happen, without any distance traveled; the, trick is
when meeting with obstacle; to, stay impeccable;
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A, petty tyrant could cause you to be excellent impeccable or
insane; could, drive you to your impeccability; or, otherwise insane;
when, facing insurmountable odds; it, is more how far you can go;
you, are remaining on this path; the, easiest thing is to slip and; the,
most difficult thing it is to have got back;

Yet, in all the tears cried; you’d, never move your destiny the
breadth; even, of a single hair; and, such a moment it is; you,
retreat; and, occupy yourself within something; anything, else will
do and; in, a moment again as it is; you’re feeling in your power; go,
ahead and then and consider; what, has been insurmountable; for,
your faculty to inspire creative influence of your future; involves,
you remaining in interest and pleasure;

You, can get your priorities right; it, is; everyone, has a right to
survive; you, have a right to build a shelter anywhere; you, have the
right to forage; period; this, is you this beloved here; this, is your
earth not someone else’s; this, is for you here where you are;
Everything is given; and, that we can get rid of this; let’s get on with
it; many, are fallen by the wayside from living in a war zone; and,
i’m fed up with a media that just doesn’t have a proper story; where,
What’s really important is being redacted right now; on, turtle island;
of course, you’d expect that because we’ve all acquiesced to the
service provider’s service; which, is not a service for us at all; but,
for the count’s own self;

All, i saw an innocent man going to defend his property from being
extorted; by, others who had done no work for him; this, is a man
whose estate has actually paid for everything; he’s, a third party
creditor; he’s got rights this man; and, he’s somebody i can see
actually; he’s got a voice and he can feel;

Those who came to extort his property; these entities don’t have a
claim; yet, can alphabet soup land hear my baby’s cry? I, want to
follow the path of least resistance; not, most; and, can you tell me
that it’s okay with you; that, it’s not a who that’s directing the
current; but, a what; and, it; they; we; alphabet soup land; it’s dead;
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Now, i’ve heard beloved looking a bit incensed; screaming, “allah
ahkbar!”; and, cutting a head off; and, when i’ve asked where allah
ahkbar is; nobody’s, been able to tell me; no one, can find allah
akbar; now, don’t tell me that those journal-asses have not gone to
bed a bank-whore; and, don’t tell me that you’re not working for a
bank-whore as a revenue collector;

You’re in an office apparently; yet, you can’t have perception in that
office; is that true?; how bad is that?; our, boys get shot more by
friendly fire than any other cunt-tree; is, it okay with you that the
navy doesn’t get along with the army?; they, can be alongside each
other; what’s, wrong with that; it’s, because you can see the service
provider has made sure; you, and i can’t participate in any
protected disclosure of misconduct;

Listen; government, is supposed to protect private property; period;
i’m, not interested if you’ve got a complaint; you’re a wenching
whining old hag; as, a plain-tiff; as, french; don’t, put shit in code for
me; don’t, need to; because, i’m here to settle a claim; one, exists;
now, is harm, injury, cost or damage somewhere? Someone, i need
to compensate? Then, give it to me; i, want to see it; i’d, be glad to
do everything i can to set that off;

i, know that others have loaded serious debt on other beloved; and,
most of it actually fraudulently; as, i can see all that has happened
with happyface; happyface, has told us; i, can only serve one
master; not, two; and, a workman is worthy of his hire; and, you can
only join like with like;

No one, can know your business; yet, it would be definite battery if
someone did; most, all my brothers i see; live, in a cunt-tree; where,
she’s okay that the kids can only have one parent; that’s, her; it’s, a
serious sexist convention; i, don’t want to see my body being
ravaged perpetually; for, your entertainment; and, she’s the object
of desire; this, is really dumb; don’t, give my boy and instrument of
unhappiness;
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I, am Cherokee; and, a brave of this beloved; i, remain steadfast to
the last; be, permitted i’m survived; all, who’ve come before me;
mostly, now in northern montana; all, returned and arrived beloved;
starving; and, sick; dying, of diabetes and cancer; conditions, of the
heart; leads, me to Dull Knife;

Happyface, talks much about Dull Knife; who, is my relation; i’ll,
take you back a little in time; to, the end of the eighteen hundreds;
from, a sorry existence following Little Bighorn; we’d, come from the
south; our, whole family; my, relatives all; unearthed, callously by
white long legs; we, at one point were in the cool beautiful north;
and, this is my cheyenne; ever present, yearnedness;

Water, perfectly flat on a glass mirror like surface of the lake;
perfectly, reflects the mountains and the sky; and, going back into
the earlier part of the eighteen hundreds; all, beloved have resorted
to being hunted like animals; beloved, started hunting self; no,
moral compass; yeah, that’s what white long legs would have;
none, of us ended up with mothers and fathers either; most, of our
children were taken; or, just lost; frozen, in the night;
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For, it was for my beloved; we, had cultigen; the, hot where we’d
been sent was dastard; and, not the same as the beautiful cool of
the north where we’d come from; and, the Sutai; most, of my family
remained with; as, the Cheyenne of my blood; was, divided ever
further back;

North, central turtle island; in, the forest; in, the plains lakes and
rivers; was, the grounds where we lived; perfectly, in the forest;
most, of our beloved were vegetarian back then; as, i’m telling you
of a time; beyond, the sixteen hundreds; yet, the Ojibway were
given firestick; a, long time ago by white long legs; and, paid to be
green police and; push, us off our land;

i’d, tell you a story about this but i’m gonna leave this for another
day; i, just simply want you to know that it’s in my blood; what,
happyface has activated in me; has, triggered in myself the
motivation to do what i can to bring about reform in banking;
disasters, of natural losses;

Tragedy, and the evolution of my people; in, terms of the bigger
movements around turtle island; and, my account of such; i’d, like
to give you some four hundred years; that i know of; that, i’ve been
told; and, it’s of my family the Cheyenne’s history; my, family i still
have all throughout the originals territory in oklahoma; and, even as
far flung as klamath;

My, mother is from the Modoc; framed, for apparently having
murdered white long legs; my, family were removed to oklahoma;
my, mother is more southern and; her, tongue is similar to the
klamath tribe i visit occasionally; i’ve, just come from southwestern
oregon; which, is where sometimes my beloved kin struggled; yet

It was our lands take and; my, freedom; my, children; you, called a
relative of mine Captain Jack; my, mother’s people; could, live so
perfectly in the mountains; thousands, of white long legs; and, even
a mighty thunderstick; yet, can you defend yourself? Is that okay?
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Or, do you just lay down in the trench and be lemminged; and, i
want you to know about an incident i saw; which, has really
incensed me; beloved, said that those that are paid patsy rogues;
can, just take a job to revenue collect; could, come any day and
don’t need any reason just to kill you; and, i’m sorry but;

i, saw a brave who was being protected apparently by the sheriff;
who, was betrayed by some pig put amongst them; that, i saw that
this beloved’s hands in the air; outside, the window of the carriage;
on, the road in the winter; this, beloved was ambushed and; cut,
down like a dog;

Now, i saw this brave’s hands in the air; and, white long legs just
shot at his hands; matter of fact, didn’t stop shooting; even, after he
was dead; now, there was not a single soul that he threatened; and,
no one can say that anyone had a claim against him; and, i’m fed
up with a pig’s fiction of law; of, lawlessness;

Don’t, tell me it’s not; because, these pigs have shot a president;
and, started all the wars; a, hat wearing brave died recently; during,
a standoff with wasi’chu; a, peaceful protest; where, one brave who
has some eleven children and many grandchildren; and, happens
to come from an area where my family live; this, brave died on
highway three ninety five; by, the same hand that Waco’d innocent
beloved; in, the recent past;

This, brave was cut down in cold blood; with, his hands in the air;
never, had threatened anyone; yet, what this fifty four year old
brave said was; “don’t, point a gun at me; i’ve, not done anything;
these, people haven’t done anything; so,

Don’t point guns; stop; i’ve, heard and i know that wasi’chu has
indiscriminately extorted property; harassed without any claim; and,
brought guns upon the innocent to threaten your life; for, what
reason i’d like to know; is, there any reason?”; yet, from what i
could see not a single reason existed at all; this, is a matter of the
beloved not wanting a private corpse to extort money in a situation;
Where, no work was done by such;
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No one wants what’s dead above who can perceive; all, this brave
did was to set up a bed; on, a chair; exterior, of the officials’
dwelling; and, was peacefully sleeping there in the bitter cold; this
brave, could see what was very dear to self; and, was willing to
stand up to a right you and i have; yet, if you do stand up for this
right; you, might be shot; Finicum, is this brave’s name;

Who, said; “nobody, has harmed anyone; my, beloved have a claim
here; i, don’t see anyone else who does; i, didn’t hear a single man
come forward; only, alphabet soup land; and, thugs representing
such; and, i’ve seen that the right to your liberty in your life; is,
threatened by such dead thinking; and, thugs underneath it; who’d
shoot you without thinking”;

“Yet, everyone here is very peaceful and non-threatening; we, only
have a claim; that’s all; so, why shouldn’t i defend myself? And, why
shouldn’t you? If, you don’t stand up for a right you have; what,
right is it?; that’s a right all of us have”; so, you can see very clearly
the fat taker system doesn’t give a crap about your life;

Will, use your life to make a political statement actually; it’s, as
piggly as shooting a president; which, we all know the count did; so,
don’t try to convince me that whoever that service provider out
there is; that, that system has not created the biggest mess; you,
got a messed nest here okay?;

Sorry; yet, there’s a way for us to achieve what we need through
the path of least resistance; and, that’s what this second volume is
all about; so, stay tuned to this volume two in a series of twenty-six
called hollow bones;

i, hope you’re excited for this book of this series; on, the path of
least resistance; lastedness, is not of any time of bad; returning,
and arriving and you’re moving always; is, your joy and happiness;
your, life repaired; your, soul healed; a, wound looked at; healing, a
mind; heart, heals that your body is healing; everything, healed;
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Chapter One

Seven Western Sioux Tribes;
Burned

Such, beloved as the Sioux were the last to hold out; and, sweat
lodge and vision questing and yuwipi ceremony; one who walks
across the sky; naming ceremonies; marriage and healing
ceremonies; all, were learned by happyface; happyface, learned
underneath emerson spider; who, was head of the native american
church at the time; and, spent time in rosebud; which, is a large
reservation in southwestern south dakota; happyface’s son, would
be called dakota lake;

It, was just ten years before the nineteen hundreds would turn; that,
such beloved would go up against such overwhelming odds; they’d,
face a quickfire cannon; at, wounded knee in eighteen ninety;
originally, the lakota; very, deeply beloved and extremely tolerant of
being pushed; yet, they were finally forced to defend their ancient
beautiful grounds; and, after pushing the fat taker effect away; after,
general crook; a, wasi’chu at rosebud; and, custer at little bighorn;
all, looked up and into the opening of the end of a quick-firing
cannon;

These, beloved are very much having a deep insight into wakan
tanka; yet, would be only eventually cast into two genders; and, the
winnocs and the birdocs would no longer be; and, they were forced
to be in a nomadic condition; of course, they were very very hard to
beat because they were extremely gifted in tracking; par
excellence; and, the braves had a fantastic ability to communicate
without a word having to be spoken; and, you’ve got the most
amazing red knights; those, following the red path; the, heart’s path;
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Longing, for a better day; sitting bull, is a great brave; crazy horse,
too; now, today these beloved are divided into three divisions; the
teton-wan; the, dakota; and, the nakota; today, the lakota or the
tetons exist in a conglomeration of the seven westernmost
trans-missouri beloved; all, refer to themselves more as originals;

The, real natural beloveds; men, and women; the, real natural
wo/man; anyway; i, want you to know that these seven campfires
that are of the lakota; comprise, the Hunkpapa; Oglala;
Minneconjou; the Brules or Shicangu; Ooenunpa; Itazipcho; and,
the Sihasapa;

Union, between beloved; happyface reminds us; is, of an extended
family union; and, the ceremony that was performed for a marriage
wasn’t about the two beloved being united; yet, both families being
united; yet, today no family exists basically; that’s, the wasi’chu
effect; living, life of a body of a mortalness; of, care and matter;

Most transient; yet, this i is inside you; which, is lasting forever;
and,this is the joinedness; because, this is something you have
inside; love, is something that must be inside you of your own
being; a, love between this empty center and matter around it; you,
and i we can live evermore eternally;

You can be focused on how you keep self company; and,
happyface; as, cloud and cloud’s awakener two feathers; and, two
feathers’ awakener turtle; all, awakened all to the law of one’s
heart’s path; and, not putting mental construct in there; there, was
no reason for it; yet for those

Who, would look upon you and i with more wasi’chu eyes; can you
imagine how the big agri-farmer looks at a field?; exclusiveness;
ownership; inhibitedness; disociatedness; embarrassment; shame;
and, what’s natural to become samson and delilah’d; wickedness, is
within such a pattern of a fat taker effect;
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All, know that a lie-sense; can, only be from what’s fictional to
what’s fictional; what, import is existing here is that you’re in
balance as you have this empty center fifty percent of yourself; and,
the other fifty percent caring; and, otherwise you simply know
you’re in the presence of wankan that’s all; and, wankan is what
you don’t know not what you do;

Happyface’s, manifesto here in hollow bones to you; is, unique for
it’s an allowing of beloved to be left alone; and, not bothered to be
bred; and, be just stock; a, union of familiarity and kinship; is,
necessary for service you only can have performed to assist you;
this, only must be with those who know you;

Not, performed by anyone who does not know you; and, to know
you one can be in i awareness themself; for, one can not know
another really; you, can come to more know yourself; but, you have
to stop thinking you can know someone else; the, only temple truly
is your body; and, this one roof all are under;

There’s no such thing as popping under another roof; or, having
someone else have some other authority; it, just doesn’t exist
really; ceremony, was often performed by the road beloved; as, a
mast and as an awakened beloved; and, an i aware matrix within is
from stillness silence and transparency;

Is, this full force such a covenant; of, this language of peace; you,
can abide by; and, these words are your vows to each other; this, is
not some special moment; yet, eternal; and, can this be
consecrated this joining of your families; to, be everlasting; for, what
is new here; is, your children are born into a world of newness not
oldness; and, happyface in you is this ceiling power within you;

Who, is of insight in performing ceremony; yet, can you ever be
aware that who is under i awareness be under the temple of all;
and, not under some individual temple; and, this really be a state of
your being; where, holy ordinance is given;
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Greeting, each other that you are related; you’re, in a covenant of
relatedness with wankan; and, all beloved on turtle island;
including, the rocks plants birds animals and all beings; a, union of
your joining; is, the pronouncement of your being; that, a body is
with how selfish kept company; and, can you who does this hold
the keys of this inner path of hollow bones as a mast and
awakened one?;

The, return of this heavenly earth father; to, his son; assures, us of
having cleared away the fat taker effect; yet, you and i must take
aboard ourselves what you’re being commanded to do; you, have
to become happyface’s trustee; happyface, is giving you an
appointment; to, come from an office of trust now; not, profit; and,
this includes you having the ability to be smudged; and, come in to
do lodge; and, come in to assist with other duties in this family
under this one temple;
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You, should know that many beloved have lived in a time; and,
even location; where, this manifesto of hollow bones; can, have not
had opportunity to come to fruitedness; can, you see many children
now can be brought into a more total whole brain functioned being;
and, become more i aware through life?

Lifehouse, sustainable community; and, encampment; are, sites
where such dedication to this happy face inside you; is, of i
awareness around you; you and i, can have been given an outward
lived example; which, is beyond just book readness; you, and i can
model what is excellent; such

A, plan isn’t of any requiredness that you can ever have been
separated; that’s, a concept that just doesn’t exist; what’s, natural is
just something of some obeyedness of what happyface has asked
of you; and, that this is something you have of warmth and blood
inside you; and, not cold and dead on a piece of paper somewhere;

Happyface, is this great mendicant; and, is forgiving that multiple
causedness is; and, cares that all remember you to be someone’s
baby; which, you are; yet, what’s not useful; can be cleared away;
don’t, ever burden another; even, that you could’ve been burdened;
you, don’t turn that to burden another;

Ultimately, though wickedness has occurred even; dakota, can
have been close to put to death; and, put through the learned
helplessness of the slaughterhouse condition; and, kept cloistered;
and, fed not food that is given us by happyface; but, pig’s flesh;
there, is no such thing as any division between your psyche or
physiologicalness; and, certainly not something up or down;

Up, is stressful; and, certainly if you’ve got a higher self you’ve got
a lower self; and, in i awareness you’re more aware of your
presuppositions; exaltation, is i aware; and, lifefood agrarianistic;
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Economic egalitarianistic; you, having the bank inside you who is
perceiving; so, you can be directing this current; versus, just
spectating; as, you are of your unreserved letting go to have this
happyface inside you; you’re, living within the finest degree of this
celestial inner kingdom here in heaven here on earth; and, you are
exalted; for, you are in heaven here on earth; and, not with a check
drawn in the bank of heaven;

Children, are first; and, those in need who are not infirm; the elder
and those who are voiceless; and, everyone else that’s fit; you’re at
the back of the line; and, you’ve gotta come up the front and assist
me with others; this, is what happyface would say; perfectness is
not a concept; totality is, but not perfectness; it’s

Possible, for you to take more inside yourself this path of least
resistance; this, is alming you; and, this is happyface’s alm; and,
glory is to see this has happened once and for all time; so, tick the
box yes you want reform in banking; and, have a moratorium;

Take, a year off; and, learn how currency is created; then, only have
constitutional currency period; and, you’ll have rid yourself of the
constitutional monopoly of the fat taker effect; as, you receive such
an exaltation; as, the celestial heaven here on earth now; you, can
look around and see the look on the faces of the beloved here now
in front of you; and, with your shoulders relaxed; maybe you’re
sitting; maybe, you’re lying down; maybe, you’re standing and
listening to this;

Can, you live more with a longer life?; you, can be with the
presence of your blood family;’ for, such be in heaven here on
earth; not, somewhere else; heaven, is a state of being not a place
or any geographical spot; you, are creation; you’re, not an observer
separated from some subject matter;
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You, don’t go along with that dichotomous stuff; you, are united
eternally; with, this beloved’s family;’ and, such members let them
increase; and, spread all over the earth; to, have such eternal
increase; you’re, looking back; it’s, the year four thousand
twenty-six; and, the fat taker’s effect has been done for; that

Strange, and immortal day; and, a child; and, this child’s parents;
of, a union; isn’t, of any emotional way; you, receive the fullness of
your totality; joy, doesn’t have to be because sufferedness is not
known; stop, punishing others’ bodies; let, all our sons be free; do,
not incarcerate; do, not make money on any prison bond; for

If happyface sees you coming from an office of profit and not trust;
you’re, gonna know that your behavior is at the moment the enemy;
because, we’re in a state of war with that behavior; frame, things
positively now; because, otherwise if you don’t; you’re, not applying
whole brain functioning; why, not be with this necessary element of
your exaltation?;

Can you be smudged and given a medicine name?; are you a
stranger in a strange convention? Then, you’re a member of this
family; can you receive the gift of the threshold of your own self?
you, can be aware of what’s real and what’s made up; you’re, not
ghosted anymore; you, have to stop all this joining of any other cult;
this, is the culture;

Between, you and creation there’s no one ; so, stop the idea that
anything else exists; it doesn’t; you, either are joined now for
eternity here with this happyface inside you; for, there’s no such
thing as a future or past or next life; get, to know this life; that’s
enough;

Don’t, give in to the idea that some old man from the past jumped
your body; live, simply that others can simply live; frame, things
positively and social; period; come, from an office of trust;
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Learn, how to be loving; and, integrate the other part that’s about
terror by acknowledging that; so, you can integrate these parts and
get rid of your stockholm syndrome; stop, looking who's dead and
fictional; and, receive those in front of you as real and not made up;
then, you’re really saving ordinance for this manifesto of the path of
hollow bones;

Can you give alm to this movement? you, can meet more; that, you
can be more with this covenant of the language of peace that, you
can be more with lifefood as a sacrament; you, own the earth
where you are; not, at some piece of paper; can, you do sweat and
steam and participate in the smudgeness; and, partake of such
food and do calorie restriction more?;

Can you have perfect detachment and be loving and humble?; you
see your family and your children first; not, second or third? You,
can have done great work; but, if you didn’t find love; you, failed;
listen, to and take hold of what you are inspired now to have; which
Is these words coming from a man to you; not, some fictional entity;
of, a ghost or a pro-phet; a, pro-phet can be under an organization;
but, there’s no such specie as a pro-phet;

Can, you become aware more of how happyface’s appointment
made to you; to, come from an office of trust right now; is, preparing
all for living more i aware now; and, having economic egalitarianism
on the earth; can, you have an unreserved letting go; and, trust in
this happyface inside you; you, get all done via such; and, nothing
has to be discernible much about that on the outside;

Alms, of this culture; is, from an i aware being; of, awakened ones
who assist; you, become affiliated to as a mast; all, such be
imperative for wankan’s word is your nourishedness; you, are given
to by all who you’ve touched who become magnetized to give alm
to this movement; each, beloved is to deserve be gifted and moved
evermore toward excellence via such gifting; becoming
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More powerful in being integrated and associated to thrive; that,
such beloved is of use to this family; for, all be as the property you
have; which, is your ability to move your own arm; let, this be as
this is from love you have inside; you, have an unreserved letting
go;

You’re, with this greatest master on the earth; and, have this
self-dedication; to, grow; to, learn; to, achieve; and, to be
recognized; and, that this family provides such to you; for, this tribe
of beloved originals; genius, is the activity assigned to a stranger;
challenge, is innerstood; will, you question some answer?

Will, you be beside this stranger? you, can walk beside; you, can
trust to leave your things with; who, will transform constantly; can,
you who is in this family; provide, friendship to this stranger?; can,
you provide these few things; for, all who come into this path of i
awareness; need, support from this family of brave beloved;

A, mast amongst you is someone who is becoming awakened to i
awareness; and, assists all be given information more; and, such
ensures a leadership where informed consent is existing; in, such
lifehouses; and, progress of such is the record of how integrated
such a village is into nature; and, how such provides you a spa-like
environment; you, only have a meeting as you give everyone an
agenda; and, this is an agenda all can have agreed to;

What, is the reason why awakening is necessary for you to have
salvation? if, you’ve read the first volume of hollow bones; you’d,
know that happyface is this flesh and blood father of his son; who,
happyface had to bear witness to a slaughterhouse at the family
courthouse; and, to see nine hundred little brown shirts; take,
everyone’s children away from them; and, put signs up they said;
they, don’t automatically give children to the mother;
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Happyface’s, support would be injured when that happened; and,
dakota would end up in a critical condition; from, having cried
himself nearly to death; he, was so young when these beasts did
that to him; and, when happyface saw dakota he didn’t look human
at all; he, had been set upon so; and, a black frocked and wigged
beloved; struck, by a fat taker effect; would, set things up for
happyface to see his own son be sodomized masochistically;

Happyface, would see that all monies he ever earned would be
taken; even, those where he had given so to of rent; would, steal
from happyface; sometimes, something occurs in history; and, is it
just expedient that happyface is a savage; and, uncivilized?; for, is
it such that someone not conditioned by such ugliness; is, possible
could come to be more aware of what the whole picture really is;
and, allow you and i to be able not to have unavoidably perished;
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Except, for taking aboard i awareness and this path of hollow
bones; and, not having anything dead above your head anymore;
you, have constitutional money; otherwise, you’re going to perish;
All, in the ocean will too; all, ye are to be kept under communism;
and, to be suffered of a fat taker effect; happyface, has given notice
to the service provider; office-whores; and, made you responsible;
and, has a default judgment in happyface’s favor; against, the
wrongdoers; who, haven’t interfered; yet, happyface has found out
that no one’s home at the moment;

The, fat taker effect has been a physical and spiritual hellhole; as, a
state of mind; just, separated and different; and, full of don’t won't
can't must have shant; it’s, actually a spiritual physical type of
separatedness; you’ve, gotta overcome such; which, you will have
you can take aboard this path of hollow bones;

You, must have economic egalitarianism immediately; because,
that’s the roof leaking in the world right now; everything, else is just
like furniture covering; can, you be more as you can consider; who,
models all; you’re, to be good at receiving and giving; and, you give
free passage to others and safe harbor;

If, you don’t you’ve been sinning; your, behavior is wicked sorry;
you, have to become atoned in your own self to clear things away;
someone else, can’t do that for you; it’s a real wannabe or has
been; you had to have been dissociated; as, you continue to read
this path of hollow bones; imagine, you’re in this forest canopied
again; and, you’re with lifefood agrarianism;

You’re, living in a lifehouse sustainable community; perfectly
integrated into nature; and, you have a picture of the earth; which is
like a c flat at the bottom; opened up at the west; crescent, eclipsed
within it; and, this is the empty tomb that happyface wants you to
know was left behind; and, that those in the pisces era are to follow
the water pourer’s ways; happyface, is given of his estate to this
state;
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You and i, can have immunity from being prosecuted by what’s
fictional anymore; and, you can have a deep insight into how some
child can have suffered for a past total stupidity of just fat taker
effect having run over everyone; like, a holy ghost; the, weight of
happyface’s son being taken; caused, him to feel agony; and

Ongoing; never endedness; that, happyface searched for no rock to
be unturned for this rock; which, unturned has been turning
everything else; and, is given of life to all you can live life more
abundantly; happyface, is modeling excellence for you; that,
happyface suffered a stroke; and, developed neoplasms; and

Had, to heal from; all, would be taken so that no ability would be to
ever pay for anything; because, that’s the fat taker effect; and, at
this moment this is being written; dakota, happyface’s son; remains,
cloistered by those who are of a very hostile nature to happyface;
and, possibly maybe caesar worship-whores;

Happyface, is coming from i awareness; and, this is still silent and
transparent; so, nothing is needed there for any resurrectedness;
nothing, could ever be taken or added; then, when happyface went
to ask family in new york; even, many that were quite well known to
assist; all, just shunned happyface; and, made like it wasn’t
anything that was really happening at all;

Dakota, was put through an ordeal to have close to his physical
death; and, why should this son just continue on and not be given
his earthly father; no reason ever existed none; no, claim ever
against his father; quite, the opposite matter of fact; all, would’ve
been taken by pretextual reason; trumped, up and not even legal
today; certainly never ever has such been lawful;

That, you’d have nine hundred little brown shirts; having, been
given greater power than a police officer; to, just bust all families
up; and, run them into the slaughterhouse; split, all them up;
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Not, put a penny ever into a child’s parents’ rights; ever; you're,
taking aboard yourself this path of hollow ones; can, have assisted
cause you to overcome a life of a spiritual death; you, can assist
this path of hollow bones by having an unreserved letting go; you,
can be smudged and given a medicine name;

You, can follow the path of hollow bones and this path of least
resistance; suffer, not ye all for not knowing what is real; versus,
what’s fictional; i, do not want you to be suffered; you, are not with
this i which you know you are beholden to; and, this father here in
heaven here on earth; who, is of warmth and blood; who, is
speaking to you from perception; not, dead;

I’d, sometimes find happyface on a fifty six thousand six hundred
acre reservation in north carolina; assisting, with my cherokee
beloved; i, wanna say there’s only fourteen thousand of us perhaps;
behind, to stay managed; the, number is small; and, though
oklahoma now is where cloud two children is; most, of my beloved
are present here; the

Trail, of tears is infamous; cloud, is from creeks; who, splitted away
from seminole and went back into the forest; lived, for another
hundred years in the forest; they, didn’t go along with the march; of,
all who perished and were removed; close, to a third or more; don’t,
be lemminged anymore;

Don’t, go along with state sponsored terrorism; there’s, no such
thing as a false flag; it’s, state sponsored terrorism period; track,
every bullet across all borders; because, that was paid for; stop;
don’t, go along with any green police anywhere; for, the policy of
the wasi’chu removal of beloved under any undoing; beloved here
on turtle island were of such land of such great fertility; and, of such
an inner wealth of a peace and calm; for, thousands of years; all,
had a successful civilization; a, chiefdom;
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My, people are cave people; that’s, what choctaw means; of,
cherokee i’m descended; and, this is of the five civilized tribes; but,
at the moment; not, having constitutional money; all, is just
modeled on the fat taker effect; everything just from debt; and, none
of us have been able to direct anything you can see from
perception; just, a fictional ghost in a faraway place; anyway, that’s
the sort of stuff i’m fed up with; so, let’s get on with this second
volume; of, the path of hollow bones; called, path of least
resistance;
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Chapter Two

A, Golden Eagle’s Tail Feather
Bestowed
A, Sign Given; happyface, Can
Go on the Road

The, beauty of the forest is as an apple; such cannot be improved
upon; such, features of this panoramic forest and prairie; is, as a
language of symbols spun; as, a narrative also spun; the, beloved
of turtle island; built, sleek long canoes; lightweight; that, could be
carried easily over land as needed; and, so the waterways could
then be used;

One, of the oldest built civilizations was the bird clan; there, is
evidence of such going back nine thousand years; tell-tale, signs of
mining by the Atlanteans in the Great Lakes region of turtle island;
such, tradedness four thousand years ago; came, up from the
bottom end of the mississippi river; and, to this day such a culture is
existing still; the, remnants of ceramic artifact mostly are found;
and, huge earthworks as an effigy; in, the shape of a bird; which, is
symbolizing the bird clan;

One day, Cloud Two Children told happyface; that, one who could
follow the path of a beloved going on the road as a shaman;
wankan tanka, sometimes will simply give this to you; and, if one is
to begin; a, feather is a symbol of mastery over the ether; this, is
something that can be given to you; as, this loving living being
gives a feather;
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Being, in this moment perpetually; of, giving to you who is serving
most; a, beloved can given a feather; this, is a sign that you have
this within you; here, in the tribe of originals of bird clan; the,
hummingbird is on your totem; you, are the type of person whom a
butterfly can land on your shoulder;

A, thousand miles inland from the ocean; all, the way through to
around five hundred miles; is, where the turtle flute you have came
from; “it’s, the oldest possession that i have”; Cloud, said;
“something, strange was for me; because, that’s the only
possession that i had that turtle had”; Cloud, continued; “Turtle had
given this to Two Feathers; and, Two Feathers had given this turtle
flute to me; and, it was for me in a vision i had to put this out on the
medicine blanket”;

Cloud, went on speaking to happyface; “many beloved passed by
that medicine blanket; the, same day you did; i, purposefully only
put a few objects there that day; sensing, this turtle flute might
stand out to someone; and, give, me a sign myself; i, remember the
day; it, was a day time stood still for me; because, of many who
passed by that medicine blanket that day; this, flute hadn’t jumped
out and; told, anyone “pick me! pick me!”;

Cloud, continued sharing this vision with happyface; “and, it was a
surprise for me to see you walk past; who, cares not for any
possession; i’ve, told none about this flute; i’ve carried it since i was
a young child”; Cloud, continued on; while, putting some finishing
touches on a dreamcatcher; “These, small ceramic shards i’ve put
underneath this dreamcatcher; came, from a vessel water was
used to pull up from the dark; a, rope was attached to such; to,
bring water up into the light; such, shards come from the same area
this turtle flute comes from; i, see a golden eagle giving you a
feather”;

“This, flute jumped out at you; so, in this vision i’ve had; such, a
place though many thousands of miles inland in the pacific; is, a
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place you can find seashells;

Beautiful, goods were traded there with the beloved; that, come
from roads beautifully kept; that, token and gossip and images; of,
the news of Tunka shila having come in foam houses; looking, for
shiny bones”;

In A Dream Faces of A Sun Etched in Rock

We’d, hear the news of that from this central place; news, would
travel all across the lands quick; run, from one end of turtle island to
the other actually; Mayan Kukulian; our, beloved from further south
of us; and, the Aztecs; is, embodied in prophecy still; of, our Hopi
beloved; stories, of white brother and sister; the

Lost white brother was ba-ha in these stories; and, nao-tsitti was
white sister; you, have to find this place; you, can find this painted
and chipped into the rock walls; close, by i see in this dream; you,
find such images of a male face of a sun; and, etched and
scratched and painted; are, rays as feathers surrounding this head;’
as, a bonnet;

Now, i want you to know; this, is thousands of miles away from our
beloved in Mexico; yet, in this dream i saw feathers; such, beauty;
even, exotic; carried, such a long way; bells, i wear in a ceremony;
in, crying for a vision; on, my ankles; one, day i’d like to give these
to you maybe; such, beauty of copper bells;

I, want you to know that; it’s said that many years ago even; a, ball
game was played there; long, before white long legs reckoned
some discovery was made of turtle island; if, as it is that some sign
can be given; i, see you being given a feather; you, set things up to
be given; and, that you can go to this place and; you, can set things
up; such, that this eagle freely gives you; a, feather cast off;
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For, you; this, is as a feather is for you; dropped, over the white
house; such, a sign from Wankan tanka; the, elders i report to;
such, a feat be enough for them; without, a grandfather yet; you,
can go on the road; you, can take over ceremonial grounds Cloud
said; because, i’m taking on the role of the ceremonial chief;
representing, the indigenous council of elders; that, meets every
year somewhere on the earth;

Many, already are favored for this position; yet, everything is open;
nothing, cast; and, i see you; you’re, made of a similar cloth as me;
now, i remember this story happyface was sharing with me;
happyface, said’ “long distances of trade; and, movement of our
beloved; encountered, each other; and, came and occupied
adjacent lands; tribes, of very unique beloved; influenced and
overlapped; and, story and culture often merge and eclipse each
other;

After, Cloud had given this vision; a, pre-colombian site; hohokam,
in arizona; happyface, first thought could be such a place; and,
wondered how could such could come about; and, left Cloud’s side
and went into the forest; to, cry for a vision about such; and, the
first night out; happyface saw a golden eagle; casting, off a
white-tipped feather; and, how that came to be;

The, next morning; happyface, woke Champ; another, apprentice of
Cloud’s; and, explained with excitement what idea had come in a
vision that night; after, connecting with Cloud; Champ, was also
very interested in happyface’s care to be able to go on the road as
a mast; and, eventually come to be more awakened; happyface,
said this, was more than some forty years ago;

I’m, gonna cut a little bit of this story short; because, basically i just
would like to share with you what happened that morning
happyface was; given, a feather; that, was cast off; the
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Eagle, perpetually remains new all throughout it’s life; it, just casts
off what isn’t necessary to itself; something, really ethical had to be
there that you came into a feather such; and, was always seen as a
powerful sign; happyface, and Champ headed to this Hohokam site
in arizona;

Sheets, of cardboard was artfully decorated with moss; to, look
exactly like the desert floor; and, a hole was dug deep enough to
stand up in; and, two camouflaged doors sealed any vision from
above; that, all you could see from the top if you were looking
down; would, be just the natural flora; with, a bit of a surface litter
layer of soil; over, the whole arrangement;

Materials, were collected to look like quarry for the eagle; and, from
below the platform; such, could easily be manipulated; mimicking,
the movement of the eagle’s natural quarry; by, manipulating this
material with a small twig; on, the fifth morning; it, was for
happyface to be given a golden eagle’s tail feather;

Cloud, had carefully observed in a vision; that, it actually was a
golden eagle; and, not a bald eagle; both, birds lived in the same
region; up, on the cliff edge high above; the, golden eagle Cloud
mentioned; is, of slightly smaller sized sticks; it’s, nest just a bit
smaller than the bald eagle’s; a

Bald, eagle’s nest can weigh up to a ton; and, be a meter and a half
in diameter; measuring, more than a meter thick; the, eagle builds
the biggest nest Cloud said; and, flies the highest; is, androgynous
and; is, a model of roles being shared; by, both eagles; who, are
loyal to each other till death; who, can only have found each other;
by, playing on the same winds;

Now, i am Red Dog and i will speak; i’ve, got some amazing notes
about this story; which, i’d have come out in one of the next seven
volumes; in, this set of ten;i’d, like you to pay attention to elements
of the story; because, already you can see; a, form of
pre-programming;
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Tunka shila, comes in; in, this time; anyway, it was a bit of time i
spent with happyface this day; and, some of what happyface said
was part of Cloud’s vision; and, was about how the golden eagles is
one of the largest and quickest birds in the sky; as, a raptor it is
extremely nimble in the air; on, turtle island;

A Child Could Have Been A Sea Eagle

Cloud, went on that; “the, eagle has several times the power of
vision beyond a normal beloved; you’re, gonna be given a feather
of lustrous gleaming gold; white-tipped; you’re, gonna see this
eagle soaring high; and, such an eagle is of a steady wing; quarry,
it is in pursuit of; the, golden eagle dives”;

Happyface, said that growing up in the wilderness; it, was a major
concern and fear; a, mother and father could have for their child
was; such, a child could easily be taken by a huge sea eagle; and,
it was for happyface to have seen quarry the size of a medium size
beloved; being, picked up and carried off; such, an eagle happyface
said; could, easily have a go at a large mammal; and, certainly will
faceslap a coyote; quicksmart, will give a bear a little quip;

Happyface, said sometimes; such, an eagle; in, defending its nest;
will, alight itself on top of a bear’s head and hold on; driving, that
bear insane; flapping, it’s wings about; it’s, not possible for the bear
to see anything wearing this eagle hat; you’ll, never find baby
eagles at the bottom of a canyon; eagles, always get A for flying;

Wingspans, of such eagles is as broad as a red-tailed hawk Cloud
said; yet, it’s gonna be a golden eagle; because, the golden eagle’s
wings are longer; the, younger bird has a patch at the base of the
tail; and, sometimes it can offer you a feather such from a wing;
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However, in the vision i see you be received of what; a, tailfeather
is what’s offered you; wankan tanka wouldn’t have given me this
vision such; if, it wasn’t so;

“The, golden eagle you will see”; Cloud, continued on; “could, be
found alone; yet, mostly i see them in pairs; it’s, a young golden
eagle’s tail feather i see you being given; in, this dream”; Cloud,
said; “the, golden eagle’s quarry; it, doesn’t let go of; with, eagle’s
talons it catches all coming it’s way; and, such is found on or near
the ground; yet, it would be from this golden eagle’s soaring; and,
then flying low over the ground”; cloud, continued; “such, a golden
eagle can also simply spot it’s quarry from a high perch; you’re,
gonna look for partially and completely open country; there’s, a
place where our beloved had a civilization gone by; close, to the
mountain hills and cliffs; this, is now in the desert”;

Happyface, continued on with Cloud’s story; intermixed, with
happyface’s own experiences; having, witnessed domesticated
livestock; seeing, such picked up; even, prairie dogs; by, large
birds; it’s, legs are feathered and some have white in the wing tips;
“eagle, for you is the national symbol of the beloved; as, originals of
turtle island”; Cloud, continued on; “and, this is the feather you must
use to dance your prayer with wankan tanka”;

White long legs, has put poison all over the earth and in the food;
much, of such toxin has a half life of twenty six years or longer;
and, has put electric wire lines across turtle island; sometimes,
such wires had many eagles burned; until, such was fixed; the,
voiceless happyface said; is, happyface’s care;

“The, eagle” happyface continued on saying; “once, upon a time;
could, live to be forty or fifty years old”; anyway, that’s another
story; for, some years happyface went on the road after that; and,
one day at Esalen in Big Sur; happyface, was with an elder called
White Feather; soaking, in hot water;
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A Grandfather I’d Have To Meet

White Feather, looked a lot like Sacajawea; happyface, suddenly
was smelling the smell of sulfur; and, was triggered to be
remembered by such; by, a story cloud had told some years before;
Cloud, had told happyface that “a grandfather; was, very important
you are a traveling shaman;

“You, are a blessed medicine beloved; and, you; to, do what you
are caring to do; need, the blessing also of a grandfather; and, one
day you’ll have the smell of something like rotten egg; then, you’ll
know your grandfather is actually in the mountains somewhere
close by; this, day that it happens to you; you, will track sensorily in
the mountains where this grandfather is; you, will notice a sign this
grandfather is here; that, this is so; you’ll, find your way directly; on,
a string”;

“I, see an elder grandmother sitting with you in a fog; you, both are
naked; yet, you’re only going to have a day or so around this; yet,
this memory i am sharing with you is going to be triggered one day;
The trigger is going to be the smell of sulfur”; happyface, was
suddenly having a deja vu; and, the next morning set off into the
mountains; north; quite, some distance actually from where
happyface was; you’d, have to say it was pretty daunting; this

Area, is very large and mountainous; many, crevices through the
landscape; with, only three or four roads providing access to the
area; yet, happyface found himself; that, day late in the day; having,
gone directly to signs that were left behind; showing, a grandfather
was in the area;

If, a grandfather was in the area; there’d be a tie of a color; that,
was of the medicine wheel; that, was of the beginning of a trail;
that, would lead you on a string; and, happyface asked White
Feather; to, pause for a moment on the journey; and, notice an
enormous patch of blue iris; carefully, the blue iris said
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“pick me; pick me”; happyface, just began gathering up beautiful
blue iris; and, carefully wrapping and soaking a tissue; placing, the
flowers in a bag;

Happyface, took some tobacco and the chanupa path out; and,
made breath visible; and, went on; looking, for the colors; and,
noting the distance between them; this, would tell happyface where
grandfather was; the, sound of the woodpecker broke the eerie
silence; both, happyface and White Feather grew more and more
excited; realizing, they had come across grandfather;

Deep, into the forest they both journeyed; to, eventually; just,
before dusk; they’d, come upon grandfather; a, yuwipi ceremony
was being performed that night; and, a small sweat lodge was set
up beforehand; and, a fireside awakening was being given by Crow
Dog;

There’s, much that could be said here; but, i’d like to keep to the
notes of what i wrote down; i, could recall more; i, just want to keep
this short for you; happyface, and White Feather saw there was
many beloved milling around Crow Dog; yet, happyface had made
a pact with White Feather that; the, moment they both could see
Crow Dog had finished with everyone; and, had gone back to Crow
Dog’s camp; happyface, would quickly go into the camp and
connect with this grandfather;

Now, you gotta know that happyface doesn’t have the name
happyface at this point; happyface, is just running around like
everyone else; with, a christian name in a bank-whore’s matrix;
anyway, most everybody just called him jubby; yet, the beloved had
taken to calling him grandfather; and, the moment that presented
itself; happyface, was at Crow Dog’s feet; as, Crow Dog sat;
happyface, looked into Crow Dog’s eyes and said; “i, have this
feather; yet, my awakener has told me; i’ve, to have a relation with
a grandfather”;
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With this Crow Dog exclaimed “aho!; i, am looking for this good
medicine beloved”; happyface, just knelt in front of Crow Dog; with,
palms and arms outstretched and open to the sky; arms, held out
from the body in a posture of giving self; looked into Crow dog’s
eyes and said; “i, am this good medicine beloved”;

Crow Dog replied

“aho!; ….so a ho….what, can you do for me?”;

“i can serve your servants servants for a year” happyface said;
...crowdog replied

“,....a ho….. replied in affirmation; then crow dog went on “what,
have you to tell me?” Crow Dog asked; and, happyface drew out a
bouquet of iris flowers; that, had been picked just a little before on
the journey; the, first place happyface and White Feather had seen
sign was where there was blue irises;

Crow Dog, looked surprised; taken aback; but, looked deeply into
happyface’s eyes; conditioned, by all other beloved that some
speech would come forward; which, didn’t; but, a message came
forward; beyond, any words; happyface, simply remained kneeling
in front of Crow Dog; at, Crow Dog’s feet; holding, his guise; as, he
held up this bouquet of beautiful blue iris flowers;

“Aho!”, Crow Dog said; “and, what could you do for me personally?
I’m sick”; happyface, said “i am an amazing doctor; and, have seen
the furthest in and; have, looked back from the furthest out”; “aho!”,
replied Crow Dog; Mary, his wife was busy preparing something
small for the family; and, children were running in and out;
sometimes, throwing themselves at Crow Dog;

Crow Dog, continued in a very deep voice; maybe, deeper than
anyone else’s voice i’d heard; seeming, like it was coming from the
belly of the earth; very, resonating; Crow Dog, said
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“Children, are first; and, then the sick; and if you’re fit”; but, before
Crow Dog could finish the sentence; in, perfect timing; happyface
said

“get to the back of the line; and, help me up front here with those in
need”; happyface’s, teacher Cloud would say the same thing to
everybody; “i, can help you clear up many conditions; i, can share
with you what to do to assist to help heal yourself”; and, happyface
preceded to share some things with Crow Dog;

Happyface, would always hold in confidence personal business;
anyway, Crow Dog was being summoned; happyface, wasn’t even
supposed to be there; and, had just walked into the camp;
happyface, didn’t know anyone there; and, had just been urged to
do things in such a way; so, Crow Dog invited happyface to
participate in the ceremonies of the night; and, meet all the
beloved;

“Wankan Tanka, can feel you”; Crow Dog, said; “Wankan, is deep
listening; so, silent it’s deafening; Wankan, can hear you; and,
Wankan is looking over what tracks you are leaving behind”; and,
then Crow Dog said “i see you at the fire circle; aho!”; and, motions
for me to depart;

So, happyface quickly went back and joined with White Feather; to,
explain to White Feather what had happened; White Feather, was
from a very wealthy family; with, an enormous amount of property
in Big Sur; Food was preserved for the winter by drying and
fermenting; acorn, seed and root was part of the diet; yet, the
intrusion of gold mining and prospectors in the mid-1800s had;
caused, most beloved to have virtually been erased;
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Crow Dog Had A Way of Communicating With You

In, the circle round the fire that followed; Crow Dog, gave an
awakening; that’s, what originals called it; Crow Dog, was
considered as a grandfather an awakener; with, subliminal
communication; and, language shared between all of nature; and,
i’m just gonna give a few snippets of my notes here now; because,
i’m gonna move onto the topic of state preparation; for, creating
agents of change; and, you being awake to this path of least
resistance; not, most;

Happyface, was delighted upon meeting Crow Dog; here, was a
grandfather who had witnessed; whose, parents had witnessed;
the, ongoing non-stop degradation of their beloved ways; such, that
all was reduced to shanty and squalor; on, the poorest yet most
beautiful part of turtle island;

The, island Crow Dog was talking about; formed, from four; and,
came up on the back of a turtle; Crow Dog, had a way of
communicating to you; on, a very deep level; and, with various
layers; crow dog, applied body language to embed, mark out and
sequester information; and, was very theatrical;

Sometimes, happyface saw grown men around Crow Dog crying;
and, weeping for joy afterward; Crow Dog was real; nothing
pretentious; Crow Dog never minced any words; and, why should
crow dog?; because, wasi’chu; fat taker; was not me or you or
anyone; but, way; of, parentlessness; total, disruption of natural
order;

i, remember a little bit of what happyface was saying; a, story Crow
Dog told about a beloved that was dead; for, all Crow Dog is related
to; such, a beloved needed to be in a place of rest; and, for all who
just went by; here, was a man that would stop; to, give relief to
even a dead body;
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Anyway, it was that Crow Dog that evening went on; around, that
circle; to, end with a story about a golden eagle; that, had flown
over the white house and; dropped, a tail feather it cast off; and,
then Crow Dog mentions happyface’s name; “and, jubby”; which,
everybody called happyface before that moment; and, in that
moment with Crow Dog’s hands signing in the air as he spoke;
“happyface,” Crow Dog exclaimed; as, the right hand comes out
and opens up in happyface’s direction; then,

All, beloved attending repeated “happyface!; happyface!”; which,
was followed by a moment of silence filled quickly with the raucous
laughter of the children present; giggling, and looking at each other;
excitedly, running hugging and pointing at happyface; this, was the
first part of a naming ceremony happyface said; and, happyface
became known as such from that moment on;
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Happyface, was taken aback a bit by such a name; then, all of a
sudden it dawns on happyface; that, this is a name which is in a
story; told, by Turtle to Two Feathers; and, by Two Feathers to
Cloud; suddenly, happyface is feeling a deja vu again; and, this
starts to push out the initial feeling happyface had; which, was
wishing for a name like Crazy Horse; or, Lame Deer; or, Blunt Knife;
something, with a bit of kick in it; yet, Crow Dog had bestowed this
medicine name on happyface;

The, smell of sage came wafting over happyface; happyface, found
Crow Dog at his feet; smudging, the earth at happyface’s feet; then
going around first to the children; then, to the sick and infirm and
elderly present; then, to some other honored beloved present; then,
on to everybody else; this, was a way the medicine beloved could
sense as you are open; or, not;

Only, upon them sensing your openness through this state
preparation could there be a way for you to participate in anything
past the point of that; such, is like a gate you’re walking through;
Cloud, would say though “i know there are many paths out there;
yet, there is also a finer teaching; and, you should really be
practicing this;”

That, night was a Yuwipi ceremony; happyface, was happyface,
had connected in with beloved in this area of turtle island; for, Cloud
had introduced happyface to Frank Fool’s Crow; some, many years
before; and, happyface had spent some time with Fool’s Crow;
Right, at the very end of Fool’s Crow’s life; happyface got to see
Fool’s Crow in a really indelible area of life; as, someone is really
giving away their knowledge;

Fool’s Crow gave happyface the knowledge of being able to see
the future; and, how information was stored in studios of space
around the body; that, you interact with these spaces to access
store and retrieve information; and, what stance one has within this
state structurally either can cause what’s present before your eyes
to be normally as it is just locked in front of you; yet, in this state
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Fool’s crow taught happyface; happyface, was able to see into the
past and the future; which, is something happyface began applying;
and, teaching other apprentice how to do; in english happyface
calls this timelines;

True, prayer is as you’re dancing; the, wind is really moving the
rose; and, it’s dancing in the wind; you’ve, gotta be empty of
yourself; let, this great cosmic wheel of life come in with all it is; for,
it is great parent in you here now; this, space is existing; two,
children are playing; heaven, is between; for, this is the hollow in
the nave; round, the winds spin; let, this my will be done;

On, turtle island; as, heaven here on earth; for, sustenance is given
me; i, give free passage to others; in, safe harbor; in, my being;
and, that you can have come with nothing in your hands; let,
everyone be given something; they, can have as they are coming
from this market; let, you live what you speak and speak what you
live next; let, me remove what’s dead from above the head;

For, through this is your food; and, this is your awakening; this, is a
state of your being inside; that, is non-localized; blessed, be the
hands who were in support for you this day; and, blessed be these
hands; that, can bring into this temple sacrament; my, body is
blessed; let, me be remained empty in my center; in, balance with
what is matter; and, care;

Let, us say no to harmful things; for, this is you who is within of this
kingdom; and, once and for all time this bank is in you; not, outside
anymore; aho mitakuye oyasin;

i’d, hear happyface recite such beautiful prayers; i, asked
happyface one day if happyface had ever really said a prayer to
Wankan; and, happyface responded;

“yes, i do; my, life is a prayer; my, heart guides my tongue; i, can
be silent and transparent; before, you; i, can be an oracle with you;
you, can read your condition through me”;
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i, red dog, asked happyface if he could give me a prayer; and,
happyface responded; “all, of my being here with you; is, intended
for Wankan Tanka”; and, happyface stood up with open arms;
turned, to the southeast where i was; and, said “let, all beloved be
reminded of new beginnings; and, playfulness”;

Happyface, turned then to face east and said; “let, this direction of
the medicine be for you; where, the sun rises; this, is a new day;
the, eagle sees from afar up close”; happyface, then turning away
from me towards the south; with, arms open to the sky; and, said;
“the, south is of the color green; where, all things grow; and,
playfulness is; where, the spider the coyote and the field mouse is”;

i, remember suddenly my heart start to pound; and, the hair stood
up on the back of my neck; all, of a sudden for me; time, became
suspended; what, was being spoken to me was; being, spoken in a
manner that this voice was within me; i’d, traveled with happyface
some many years prior; and, had connected in many times; and, in
a ceremonial grounds; One, the border of mexico and the united
states; at, a place our beloved all called “madre grande”; which,
means great mother;

Mountains, were sometimes given a gender; this, was a mother
mountain; this, is where Cloud Two Children had ceremonial
grounds; which, happyface had taken over Cloud Two Children’s
role on the road; my interest at the time was tracking; and, what
information i could glean;

My, family told me that happyface was a record keeper; for, insight
and training into communication over distance; so, this was
something interesting to me; i, would travel to madre grande many
times; yet, the words i’m just gonna give you now; is, really from
one of the last lodges happyface ran; after having, been mob
stalked in new york; being, retaliated against for participating in
protected disclosure and conduct;
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Around, nine eleven; of, official misconduct; happyface’s, son was
kidnapped and taken from happyface; happyface, had to witness
and observe this child go from thriving to a near death state;

Nine hundred, recruits; as, little brown shirts; had, all been recruited
as ACS in new york; happyface, asked these people if anyone
could step forward; and say the child would be safe?; no one there
could respond; yet, they were taking happyface’s child; while,
happyface’s child was begging not to be taken;

This, is a prayer happyface said that i wrote down afterward straight
away; “may, the son be returned to his father; and, can you find me
as i find you; in, joy; for, you are my dearest son; where, i have not
been able to be; you, can have found a way inside yourself to be;
what, ordinarily you would’ve been freely given through me; i, am
your father; not, a mere guardian and a stepped out parent”;
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“i, ever since you were taken; have, had an abyss in front of me; of,
unexpected travel; i, have come across the oceans; that, you and i;
we, can embrace each other; i, still remember hearing your
footsteps and voice; calling, my name; and, one day

i’d be cared you and i again can; be, together; i, only think of
returning and arriving; you, and i through these days; are, one
together; where, you are i know you’ve had to defend; not, to
judge”;

“Your, daddy is a savage; and, you have had no right to a father;
you, can have been filled with fright and grief; of, a saint; i, sit at
night; alone; and, have a lone thought; i’ve, traded all the ballast of
the vessel; to, come here; and, i’ve not rested that you and i; would,
be found to be together once again; it’s, not easy that you were
kidnapped; i, don’t take that too lightly; nor, all time passed; of, a
cloisteredness”;

“Yet, i feel you inside; you, are a part of me; the, earth for you can
expand your destiny; be, kind gentle and allowing; and, let’s take
the path of least resistance back to each other; i, want you to know
laughter; prepared, your soul; and, your mother’s dancing did your
heart good; i’d, like for you to know; don’t, have anything dead; put,
above your head;”

“At, the moment i know you and i are living in a war zone; of, a
white long legs wasi’chu condition of parentlessness; and, in time
where tear and doubt can have lurked; let, you remember your
spontaneous creative intelligence;”

“Remember, the fifty percent of self that is eternal and infinite; and,
the other fifty percent your dreaming aspiration; reflected, from the
birth of things arising new in you; only, arriving and returning is;
you, are edge-ucated not head-ucated; i, ask you to listen deeply;
and, let your soul innerstand what aspiration is; of, this great
cosmic wheel of life’s dream”;
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In, various ceremony of lodge; yuwipi; and, one who walks across
the sky ceremony; happyface’s, speech was very colalaic and was
very resonant; and, itself theatrical; sound, coming from happyface
was like you could feel ecstatic;

Chapter Three

State Preparation for Change
Agent

I, was very interested; in, finding out more about a secret science
which existed; when, i connected to happyface; braves, in the past
had stories; of, how one could communicate to another without any
words spoken; and, happyface knew the deep science of
imagination and images; and, communicating more to your deeper
self; and, i knew that the priest had gotten hold of some of that
science; yet, not all of it;

You, should know that anybody out there; has, got to have been
bob hoped; you’re, often looking at someone with their brain gutted;
just, following a script; like, project open eyes; priests, and
politicians connected with professors; parents, and police; and,
wrote laws with “shall” and “will”; which, is of a future moment; as, a
guide;

A, long time ago an Italian reckoned he had put the dome over
everything; it, really wasn’t him though; just, a few families that
controlled the post; and, i’d come to know that some sense of this
had been used; this, secret science of images; and, such had been
applied to get stock; like, goats; today, those farming flesh can just
pop an umbrella open; all, of a sudden; and, the goats just fall over
with fright; maybe, kick a little bit; twitching; doesn’t look to good;
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Twitch, for two or three minutes on the ground maybe; exciting,
thing is for flesh farmers; they, don’t have to run after the goats;
really, makes things easy; a, bit like picking apples up off the
ground; anyway; some, three minutes later; after, having been
loaded up; feet, tied and put in the back of a pickup;

Goats, sorta slowly wake up; and, i know that the word cunt isn’t a
dirty word; actually, mean vagina; and, putting it with the word tree;
makes, things sound a bit like an orchard i know; and, i know that
wasi-chu back then; was, coming up with a little bit of a system;
what would you call a plantation? It, was just a bright idea to put
these two words together;

You’re, supposed to think you are living in a separate cunt-tree; yet,
you’re just listed as human resource like animals; by, the service
provider; and, i know he might be a nice brave himself; but, i’m not
into having anything dead above decide for me; i’m not into
anything dead in the head; i’m a true savage as happyface is;

Uncivilized; i’ve, wept recently for the children; left, fatherless; just,
abandoned by this wasi-chu fat taker; white long legs; ghost;
fictional; entity; running, and training thugs; and, green police; i,
know that this beautiful land is not a cunt-tree; okay?; it’s, the earth;
you, ask me i live here?; i, say “yes i do”: you ask me anywhere i
am; i, say “yes i live here”; not, at some written dead number;

I, wanted to know how it’s possible for a priest and a politician; to,
create an armed prostitute; so, some years ago i started to really
probe happyface about this; happyface, wrote a book called
“sexually rigged”; which, is a story about barbie and ken-ing
beloved; basically, you end up with a gi joe; and you’ve got beauty
and beast; and, hans is just a wood-cutter in the story;

Wankan, really becomes white long legs; a, fatherless motherless
rudderless; messed, nest syndrome; i, know today it’s called
stockholm syndrome; it’s, when you’ve fallen in love with a slave
servant monkey relation; beloved, have got to dress in slave
servant monkey suits;
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Gotta, put a collar round your neck and wrists; no, hair would fall
from you; you, acquiesced to be silent; you, didn’t mind that your
body might not be worth property; you, could be being asked to
guard a hundred dollar watch; you’d, have to be sold of course;
and, everybody knows that you’d certainly need to be brainless; so,
words had to be created by the new plantation owner at the time;

Somebody, had to be trained as an armed prostitute; to, commit
legalized sin for society; somebody, couldn’t have a parent; this, is
the wasi’chu way; take, the children away from their parent; don’t,
allow property to be passed on; don’t let a man or a woman be; at,
all; all, should be dead in the head; and, just blindly be excellent at
following orders; not, from happyface; but, from a ghost instead;
okay?;
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The, word infant; in, english is not describing simply a small child;
but, a state of mind; like, being a drongo or something; putting, it
with the word tree; as, infant-tree; was, that you’d have a force of
beloved; that, had stepped forward at some point after training; all,
would volunteer to become infant like in the head;

Dumb, in the head; not, being able to follow your own inner
compass; yet, the compass of an entity; something, fictional
instead; it, works pretty good; because, all over the place right now;
you’re, looking at beloved saying “allah ahkbar”; and, cutting
someone’s head off; when, you ask where is allah ahkbar; nobody,
can tell you; but, lust is still there; and, plastic trash everywhere;

So, let’s get into this topic a little bit; and, i’m gonna give you some
writing here at this moment; from, some notes taken many years
ago about this; which, is a good point to bring this in here; because,
it’s really about how you as a beloved; are being chosen to step
forward; for your rights;

You, don't want anything dead above you deciding your affairs;
especially family court; it’s a slaughterhouse; it’s been designed to
actually cut the father away from the children; bring, the whole
cunt-tree down to it’s knees; anyway

Let, me get into a little of what i’ve learned from happyface about
what the enemy has been doing; who, are actually really
communists; period; pirates; thieves; really, it’s an insane system;
where, those in charge have peter principled themselves; i’m
talking to you about your and my right; everyone’s; we, should have
an economic egalitarian system; like, my ancestors had; being, part
of the federation; here on turtle island; okay, now here’s happyface;

Happyface, this day was sitting amongst dandelion flowers; close,
to a hot springs in Yellowstone area; happyface, had just run a
wilderness training in tracking and survival; some, many days in the
wind river mountain range; up, around nine and a half thousand
feet;
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Happyface, and Blaze and Sequioa and Painted Horse; were, using
the hot waters to heal and take a break; from, the arduousness of
having just trained some fifty braves; high, up in the mountains; in,
Wyoming; this, is the top of the watershed; of, turtle island; it’s
where all the rivers flow out of;

I’d, quietly been asking happyface about how could beloved end up
having behavior as an armed prostitute; committing, legalized sin;
and, this is how happyface responded; “the,dandelions you see
around us; are, flowers all the year round; and, jupiter energy as a
planet; the, dandelion is more connected with; it, can choose the
moment of time when flowering would be beneficial; the

Root of such a plant is salve to have assisted the healed; such, a
beloved can sense; and, canvas all information coming in from
nature; and, find the moment and conditions; that, suit more; and,
the dandelion can really adapt itself; to, manage other life that can
have competed with it; dandelion, is a perfect example of a mutual
lived assisted relation of nature; everything, living is applying;

As, you and i have acquiesced to have a service provider; and, you
and i really are allowing a beloved in a far away cunt-tree; to, be
above a corpse and be immune; and, all the rest of the world be
subjugated; to, have only had something dead put in your head;
and, you would’ve just allowed some oracle out there; to, be without
anyone perceiving; and, that’s wrong;

As, you and i have been acquiescing to have a wasi’chu system
over us; which, is basically an imposed parentless state; that, the
service provider really seriously wants to take the place of; and, to
do this; you, can’t have a stock on the plantation; having, parents’
rights;
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Especially, fathers’ rights; because, the service provider has
created skillfully an enforced ritualized learning; to, be able to
commit legalized sin; you, really have to have a pool of slaves; that,
would commit such; and, their body can’t really be worth much;
they’ve got to become property of a corpse; and, plantation owner
is really a hand above the government; in most all cunt-trees; and,
has orphaned some few cunt-trees;

The, service provider just looks around a beloved that are
parentless to start with; and, can sometimes find these beloved
because; they, may be desperate or sick; they, could’ve come from
a condition of enforced confinement and civic entrapment; and,
viola; you’ve, got a possibility of some beloved you can get to
commit legalized sin;

Under a MIC
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You, could make sure perhaps that those slaves perhaps might
have some trauma enacted upon them early on; sexual, mutilation
is a fairly good one; yet, there’s many other ways to do that; create,
abandonment issues early in life; is, a good way to get
rudderlessness happening;

Those, manchurians select other manchurians; and, in a subdued
suppressed conditioned moment of the beloved’s need; where,
such a beloved could be vulnerable; even, condition could be
created so beloved could be vulnerable; the, service provider is
pretty slick;

In, using the captains of consciousness to make it appear like your
heroes for you are independent; yet, such a beloved is totally
owned; and, is not really working for you and i; but, comes to work
for who is the piper; it’s, the piper that’s running the show; and,
who, is paying the piper?;

A, beloved made parentless is determined by others who also are
parentless and owned; all, of them are real god-botherers; and, that
position and office having no perception inside it; is, dead and only
on paper; and, such offices right now is the enemy of this beloved;
and, at the moment if you ask all those with families; “hey, social
worker your friend?”; they, say “hell no”;

Social provider is working for the service provider; service provider
is the enemy; and a beloved who is able to do a pencil and paper
test; you, can really become part of a are real enemies of all
beloved; conditioning, such a beloved; to, have become an armed
prostitute; one, really has to be involved in a loveless type of work;
where, brute must be used;

You, can’t be using intellect; you’ve really got to get down on the
ground and grovel; you’ve got to be able to be triggered really
easily; if, your test scores are basically normal; you’re, gonna get a
way for you to be called back in by the service provider; and, you’re
gonna be given various triggers;
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In, the monopolized media that the service provider owns outright;
which, as you know is not the news; how, come you haven’t heard
really how money is created?; and, you don’t really have to actually
Because everybody knows; that, having something dead above
you; is, insane; so, various levels are used;

To, cause you to recall some patterned response; and, also a
trigger to trigger such a response; and, it really doesn’t take much
to set that sort of stuff up; it’s really for the service provider to check
your background; and, have a bit of an idea that you'd make a good
manchurian;

You’re, a soldier; you’ll, just blindly follow orders; and, that’s the
reason why here on turtle island; there’s a huge amount of loss
from friendly fire alone; you, can’t have any force to assist; that,
isn’t able to participate; and, let you know where the system is
screwed up; perhaps, even immoral;

You should have a right not to participate in revenue collecting; or,
taking beloved’s rights away to property; which, the government is
supposed to protect that; yet, in my case and i see everyone else
around me; you’re living a military dictatorship on a reservation;
and, you and i are acquiescing to that because we've just got a
service provider at the moment and that's the system that's been
given to us from this state of affairs;

You and i can say stop; and ask for reform in banking; be part of
and join this movement of eclipse; which is all over the earth; not
just here on turtle island;
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Chapter Four

Wasi’chu: Fat Taker, Is
Parentless

Wasi’chu, fat taker didn’t have a mother and a father; no one, really
guided over; the, first wasi’chu; the, first wasi’chu was already
struck by stockholm syndrome; which, is where two parts are put
inside that are separate from each other; one, part is about love;
the, other part is a part about the terror of what one can have been
caught in; and, a truth existing can have become modified; and,

One, can have compromised; to, have only the import of the victor’s
behavior; in, a trauma reenactment syndrome; you, at a young age
can have had no beloved who had any parenting skill; and, only
can have been subject to parental control; by, the primary form of
violence; which, is where you were controlled because your parent
was aloof; distracted, by other things; reducing, your own inner
power by interrogatoriness; and, sometimes by causing you to feel
intimidated; and, that creates movement; yet, doesn’t create
motivation;

An, institute; all, know does not take the place of a parent; yet,
wasi’chu will be looking for you if you don't have any relatives; you,
can have become selected where you are; by, one who really isn’t a
parent at all; and, who definitely is peter principled; and, owns a
corpse which is dead; and, wants you and everyone else to be
underneath that; okay?; so, if you don’t have any relatives; you’ll,
be very useful;
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Wasi’chu, will put out little tests; which, is not a beloved but
something dead; if, you can go along with having something dead
above your head; it’s, possible for you to occupy an office; you,
could be trained to fight very well for instance; you, could be patted
for doing that; you, could get a little trophy and medal hunting;

Trundling, along; if, you really look like a drongo and; you, act like a
drongo; you’re, gonna make a good manchurian; your, brain has to
be reduced to be infantile; and, then you can be part of a tree;
called, the infant-tree; and, you, can go ahead and blindly follow
some entity which is fictional; and, words like “it” and “they” and
alphabet soup land; you’re, taught is actually wearing a frock and
pants; something, imaginary needs to be saved; something,
imaginary life could be lost; for
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Everybody knows that if you are sold; you’re, sold; you’re, only
property of; at, this moment; a corpse; with no perception in an
office; is that a good state of affairs for this cunt-tree to be in? You,
have to have protected disclosure and conduct; of, official
misconduct; the, mark that you are against that; is, behavior of an
enemy; what, would be the reason why?;

You, would not see any act that is in retaliation against a
whistleblower; to, be immoral and insane; and, the obvious mark of
a manchurian; everybody, knows the media is owned; all, the
puppets out there have had to be bob hoped to get there; and, a
patsy is someone who is keeping quiet; while, deceit is going on;

You, can have gone through a level of stockholm syndrome; and,
that’s evidence to those running the wasi’chu on you; you’re,
available; front, page of every newspaper; is, about the business of
the service provider; the, fat taker; who, owns and has monopolized
the whole media; totally, against all founding principles of
democracy; a, smack in the face to it actually; so then a

Manchurian like this can have been conditioned not even to know;
that, words and images are being shaped to have triggered some
wanted response; that, is about you; being, able to have been
violent; public, fool system is evidence that you could retain some
type of instruction; written, into your personality; like “sit still; don’t
move around; put, your hand up to go to the bathroom”; if, you do
all of this right; you’d, make a good little soldier; the

Priest and the politician can have put a generative instrument;
informing, her hands; representing, her own image; and, an
instrument of unhappiness and murder; put, into his; can, have a
little more enforced ritualized learning; like, you sexually mutilate
and traumatize the boys at a young age;
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On, turtle island that’s what’s going on; so, a fight would be put in a
place where creativity generally would be; and, it’s exciting for the
manchurian too; to, check out a cock fight; evidence, of the
insanity; you’ll, be really good to get work done for an entity;
something, fictional; certainly, something that can’t really perceive
anything; okay?;

A, beloved is set upon by a system of a daddy white long legs fat
taker system; basically, you’ve gotta be parentless; and, you’ve
gotta act that way; certainly, you can’t be a man that other men will
like; or, a woman that other women will like; certainly, you can’t
really look cool; you, gotta be brown shirted a bit;

You, gotta don a slave servant monkey suit; looking, like an ugly
penguin; a, little quacker; and, it would be determined for sure;
you’ve, got the goods to be given to a man of the jaw (manager); to,
whom the wasi’chu system has to have introduced you to;
someone, perpetually occupying a manchurian position; it, was for
the year two thousand sixteen; to, have at least thirty two
manchurians running various plantations around the earth;

Working, for the service provider; and, it’s very important that such
a manchurian has ways to trigger; and, the captains of
consciousness is being applied; to, give you clues as to what’s
gonna happen; if, you’re bright enough; because, it feels to the
service provider that; for, those who are a bit more awake; you’re,
being given a bit more of a warning before fascism on little brown
people; and, friendly fascism on white long legs;

If, you look like you’ve not been given the proper triggers; and,
anchors for eliciting the correct behavior; like, for instance; you, kick
up a bit of a fuss if your child is taken from you; you, stand up to not
caring for who has had no work in your business; just, to take from
your business; as, is an extortion; and, the fact is that; what, you’ve
got on turtle island is not a government; for,
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No, informed consent is being sought; by, those who have peter
principled themselves at the moment; they, don’t even know
themselves how money is created actually; or, that you can’t work
for an entity; and, you can’t have an office without perception; and,
for reasons like this it’s been easy to sabotage plants;

Dirtying, the earth; and, trundling along with more psy-ops
operations; robbers, want to disarm you before you get robbed;
don’t, tell me you’re not getting robbed; because, right now you are;
and, you’re gonna get robbed a bit more; and, you gotta be okay
being in a fatherless motherless world; and, you can be
stockholder;

If, you fall into the water in stockholm; you’re, gonna drown; that’s,
how stupid the designers of most cities have been; but, you can’t
tell me that anyone really is able to have perception; in, a system
where you’ve gotta sell weapons to both sides; and, could this be a
reason why stockholm has among the highest rate of sickest
people in the world; and, the highest rate of people that cannot live
with others; has, this not been done to the beloved;

Many, call the swedes girly men; certainly, being fatherless for five
generations has had a pretty good effect for the bank-whore; if, you
are not directly part of the cadre and; actually, been bob hoped to
get there; the, wasi’chu system is purposely designed to apply
subliminal conditioning; and, if you haven’t been told to report to the
bank-whore; you, can be given subliminal messages to connect in;
and, then you can have satisfied a deeper level of conditioning;

You, could’ve been barbie and ken’d; and, you can see that you’d
be supportive of a gi joe; at, this point then you’d be ready; like, the,
bank-whore could ask a man to step forward; and, become an
infant as part of the infant-tree; to, become an infant in the brain;
not, that you actually are acting like you’re little again; but, basically
yes; you, must act like you are brainless; can, just be controlled;
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There’s, supposed to be no perception in there; if, you’re a true
manchurian; and, you can be ready for a new behavior generator to
be popped on you; you, could be enlisted to have become an
armed prostitute at this point; and/or, rather than a sole; a, role;
that’s, to do more with as money’s coming in the door; it, stops love
from going out the window; but, at this point you’ll really fully have
had whatever was be dissolved; and, you’ve got complete new
program that’s put over the top of; what, you have within yourself
which is original;

What’s, original about you has to have been repressed; so, you’re
not gonna really respond to mayhem; and, the milgram experiment
applying electrical shock; shows, that at the moment on turtle
island; some sixty two percent at least of the beloved will; if, told to
kill you; will, kill you; like, what has happened to the innocent ones
suffered in Waco; all, the psy-ops operations; like, columbine and
sandy hook; all, are nine elevens and three elevens by the overall
service provide-whore; trying, to create a condition; you, would’ve
accepted that service provider’s selfish solution;

Once, you’ve been bob hoped; like, any singer with a contract;
even, a golfer or a university president; basically, you are a soldier
in the field; for, taking an oath to be loyal to a fictional entity; the,
same entity which takes it upon itself just to put the white jail bars
up there; you, gotta look through every day; to, be reminded; “you
don’t own the sky; sorry; just, stay focused on re-arranging the
furniture in the upstairs room”; and, at this point you’re really into it;

A, level three operative; you’ve, got the proper programmedness of
a true manchurian; you’re, ready to be told what to do; you’d,
milgrim anyone; as, long as someone is standing there with a white
lab coat; matter of fact, if you’ve got stockholm syndrome; you’ve,
totally fallen in love with a slave servant monkey relation;

If, you’re gonna be prepared for more covert activity; you’re, given
enough information to be popped that things are believable; and,
that there are other manchurians who are told that what’s needed;
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Is, another override and; that, to be complete; a, pretextual cover is
needed; depending, on the level of insanity necessary for the
bank-whore’s objective; you, could have some normal personality
still there; yet, all such is ever more programmed to recede; so, that
the only thing left is some sense of alertness;

To, have sent armed prostitutes to turtle island initially; enforced,
ritualized learning is put so that normal fear is eliminated; and, all is
put to be incurred in a more covert way; that, no energy exists to
alert; yet, if you’re possibly gonna be bob hoped to be president for
instance; to, work for the service provider; which, is not a
government of us; because, no informed consent exists; then,
you’ve gotta be good up to this point to get further on; alright?; so,

You, could’ve been taken out of africa and shipped to the
philippines for instance; you’re, taken away from your family and
your friends; and, you’re given a cat of beloved that are
manchurian’d; working, for wasi’chu;at, this point then you’re
inducted to follow an entity that’s foreign from ourselves;
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What, has no central organized nervous system; is, made for you to
fell such is the concrete body of a beloved; who, can perceive;
which, of course is not so; a, corpse like alphabet soup land; is, this
not the land?; it’s, water actually; and, who is on the land; is, of the
law of the land; a, corpse can only have the law of the water; and,
everyone can agree that a corpse can have a law for another
corpse perhaps; what’s dead can interact with what’s dead;

Shouldn’t, you own your own corpse?; how, would it be if someone
else is using your corpse; because, you are lost at sea and haven’t
made a claim for such?; so, it’s presumed even all children are
abandoned; and, daddy white long legs is the actual father; like
what happened to Dakota in new york;

A, child has to have some loyalty to who immediately is the one the
child is given to; who, is providing service; as, a preservative
instinct; do, you know what happens to children when they are
taken as young as Dakota?

I, say don’t rush your kids off; they, can be given a wrong diagnosis;
and, that’s exactly what happened to Dakota; Dakota, was
kidnapped by african latino young women recruits; like, nazi brown
shirts; told, to reduce everyone and call everyone “mister”;
purposefully, to reduce anyone’s state to nothing; and, a law unto
themselves; completely, unpoliced;

Receiving, currency from the daddy white long legs; to, be a good
fat taker; and, there’s no such thing as any protected disclosure in
such a slaughterhouse of the family; a, heart has to be put into
blue; so, it won’t respond as easy; sexual, mutilation is a must;
stripped, to be half naked;

Virgin, mother put inside to replace your own innocence; and,
games to practice violence; perhaps, you should start with shooting
bears?; and, then move on to other forms of non-heartfeltness; by
being, asked to be connected to the cadre; because, you behaved
appropriately;
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In, other words if someone is standing there with a white lab coat;
and, can be given acting skills to be of an authority; and, because
someone is standing there with a wasi’chu programming; and,
that’s all you have; “it’s” a fantastic

Arrangement, of lemming you; and, making sure that you’re not
gonna be able to get your way out of a wet paper bag; you, gotta
not know the big picture; and, the service provider’s gotta see that
you don’t know about the big picture; then, maybe you’ll get a bit of
charitable funding; you, can help with the green police somewhere;

You, can be brought more into the farm itself; which, means for
agricultural return of money; because, you’re really just stock for
the bank whore; don’t think you’re not; and, that’s not anything out
there; you’re, allowing that; you, gotta ask permission to go to the
bathroom; and, you’re fine with an e-mail having to be given;
before, you can open a window;

If, you’ve got a good paper and pencil test score; you, might easily
see yourself having become part of the ism and institutionalized;
as, you are other than a free agent where you are; you, can’t really
give care to those you are supposed to be serving; and, you could
move on to a deeper level of programming; maybe

Level, four; because, you could have a black square on top of your
head; so, finally you get into wasi’chu’s camp proper; and, you’re
not supposed to really know that what you’re doing is really wrong;
you, have to feel it’s okay to cut off a chicken’s head; that, it’s okay
to take an oath to follow a foreign entity; and, you’ll be fine to do
things unconstitutional; because, you know; you’re, getting rained
on; and, others are not; you, don’t want to be the victim;

You’ve, had no daddy; you, don’t know about the path of least
resistance; you, could have a bit of a self-destruct button put
somewhere; get, rid of it; listen, to the face of ease; listen, to what
makes sense; become, moor educated yourself; and, absolutely
know what’s right and wrong; you, are equivalent to another
beloved; you, cannot have had something dead above you;
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You, could be following a “having to do it again”; that’s called “re”;
then, “lie”; is, just straight up-you know what that means; then, sorta
combining that with “region”;

You, end up with re-lie-gion; let’s, say that you are “special”; lovely,
little chosen ones; you, are unaware that anyone with some
intellect; can’t, understand why the dead animal’s head at your
doorstep; that’s, dog food; shocks, you; you’re, not looking at this
as dog food; if, you’ve got a little bit of spilt milk; and, you’re around
it a lot; you’re, not gonna smell it; so,

You’re, ready now to be given the superman; spiderman; batman;
award; and, you’ve gotta go beyond just being a normal man;
you’ve, really gotta feel that you’re way above; gotta, look down
your nose that everything looks a bit smaller; then, you’re really
ready; you’ve, got presidential timbre as far as wasi’chu is
concerned; long, as you don’t talk about the currency; that’s
redacted; you, are on track;

Don’t, talk about children being taken; that’s, blacked out at the
moment; lovely, little patsies like new york post; fill, the top position
of a brain-gutting operation; and, you’re gonna be called brainless;
if, you’ve got a few clues; if, you’re head of the judical process
anywhere;

You’ve, gotta be able to commit crime as serious as murder; like,
ACS and the family court system did to Dakota in new york city;
after, having Dakota; he, had serious rottinger lesions all over his
body; and, was in a non-thriving state; he’d, been stuck in his legs
so they were twice the size as normal; Dakota, didn’t look human;

Very, lovely learned helpless event set up; by, pigs at the local
family slaughterhouse; like, a young one after a serious ordeal of
not having seen those who so cared for him; would, be apparently
be given back to him; but, taken away; again; i, beg you to learn
about learned helplessness right now; how, is that created?;
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Those, manchurians that did this to Dakota; sometimes, had a
smile on their face while they were doing it; and, only could ever
say they have a POSITION; no, truth; just, a doctrine;

The, level of conditioning can replace a magi-strate’s own mortality
and ethic; that, causes such a magi-strate to consider they have
powers of a priest over you; and, beyond any common law you
have in yourself; to, decide your own business; and, just fully go at
it; and, will legally batter you right now; in this beloved

Country, they’ll suck you dry; if you are a father and you have a
business; it's important that kids don’t have a father and are left
with nothing; and, whatever you have; is, taken by extortion; by,.
Fraud; and, as long as you’ve got a patsy editor; like, at the new
york post; you, take children away from their lawful parents on que;
your, super-this and super-that overwrite eliminates anything other
than pain and fear bank swimming; because, you’re immortal;

That, you’ve gotta take kids away; you, gotta do stoney mountain
training; because, wasi’chu system has to have caused you to
believe in the oprah show; and, the easter bunny and the fourth of
july; you’ve, just gotta be love bombed; and, love bomb others;
rather, than ever be about the truth; you, could believe in aliens or
lighting paper on fire with your hands; even, mating with lizards;
get, an annunaki story going; you’re, the new kid on the block;

Once, you’ve been away from your parents; or, maybe you’ve never
had them; you, can not really necessarily have much memory of
what former life you had; like, Dakota has memories that have been
implanted by his kidnappers; Dakota, has been put to be a little
caesar worship-whore;

Living, next to the stench of animal being cooked for pet food; and,
who now is his foreign situs trustee; by, fraud; for, no right or title
exists to my son; a, corpse, didn’t make him; i, did; with, his mother;
and, what property exists that is Dakota’s all caps; is, mine; this,
claim is not someone else’s; now, that it’s not filled; it’s the mark of
your living still in a communistic country;
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Who, has been kidnapped; is, most; because, sexist condition
exists on turtle island right now; if, you’re a male don’t ever think
you’re gonna have your children; and, if you’re young; it’s, not
slated for you to have any kids at all; genocide, is being applied; as,
long as you’ve been bob hoped; and, it’s raining good for you;
whatever, you would feel normally of love becomes stockholmed;
normal

Conditions, of your family don’t exist; ordinarily; you’d be aware that
a man in england being held in civic confinement; has, children and
family that haven’t been able to see him; and, where there is
victimless condition of having been held; it’s called being stockholm
syndromed; your, photos and the pictures on the wall you have in
your home; is, only wasi’chu’s patsy cover;

You, gotta only have an alphabet soup land; all, bob hoped; to,
assist with your controlled media; everybody’s, gotta go along with
it; because, they’re working for the service provider not you and i;
you, gotta be able to act well; especially, you’re running with the
devil; and, you’ve got definite behaviors that can be spotted; that,
you’re not very loving; though, it is your original condition to be;
and, the terror you’ve been involved in; not, acknowledged;

How can these separate parts be integrated in you?; if, you twitch a
little too much; you’re, just eaten up; like, if you’re a singer you
could get into the twenty seven club; an, office-whore; a, paid patsy;
is, gonna act like this is one who is understanding the truth of
things; everyone, is trusting; and, rumor is fantastic; how, it works;
everybody, knows; you, can completely have not remembered any
past experience that was contrary; you, just run with the gossip;
because, you’re not thinking someone is controlling that; yet

You, should; because, this is a fact; like, what was done to
happyface; you, gotta be looked upon as a nut; just, a senseless
rampager; maybe, a pea-brain; good, cover; you’d, love to continue
to nine eleven everyone; i, am around at the moment; those,
showing me photos of ufos; little, nanobots that are photoshopped;
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Beloved, really into getting all worked up about the new made up
sexually transmitted disease; or, maybe it’s really just airborne; and,
please don’t come back here; you, could be contaminated; you,
could be treated like a leper; an, older sister is a bully to her very
younger sister; and, won’t let her have a cleanse; you, are a little
leper if you’ve got a runny nose;

Wasi’chu, trains patsies to get into your group; so, you fervently can
reckon that this person is like minded; you, can even feel they feel
the same opinions as you do; and, what opinion is one’s own; not,
knowing any cell within a cell existed; can, easily be programmed to
gain rapport with your family; to, apply some preprogrammed social
engineering; given, by what’s written on a piece of paper; such a

Manchurian is just to follow; that’s, all; can't be any perception in it;
and, if you're a good manchurian; like, the editor of the new york
post for instance; you, can be filled up that you’ve got some special
talent; which, you don’t; and, you’re bloody good at lying; most, of
the lead-whores of all cunt-trees; are, at the moment; manchurians;

With, a one world order overlay; you, get a toot and come along put
over you; and, b and s; in, the seventies; is, good to go in the year
two thousand twelve; you, just really can’t have anything else; if,
you and i want to allow someone else to own the currency; and,
provide everyone the service; that’s, the fat taker’s program and;
it’s, not the path of least resistance; but, most;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i, want you to know what happyface
is talking about here; is, about behavior and not your identity; you,
are some beloved’s baby; and, happyface will stick up for you till
the cows come home; can, you see as happyface; beloved, falling
on both sides of the fence; and, a lot of white hat black hat talk;
orchestrated, from above;
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My, family are related to the N’de; and, in my tongue this simply
means “the beloved”; i, want you to know that the Dineh group of
Athapascan-speaking beloved came down five hundred years ago
or so; originally, they were very northwestern on turtle island; now,
called canada; and, such beloved migrated into arizona;

Now, i want you to know that Apache; wasn’t really a name they
had for themselves; it, happened that a lot of black hat white hat
talk was created; and, the zuni ended up using their word; for,
enemy; and so, Apache isn’t a name the N’de gave themselves at
all; what, my grandfather told me; that, tribes and bands were
made; our, beloved made parentless; i, have a

Cup, that was drunk out of; given, to me by a N’de elder; and, this
is a very old cup; still, has a pitch lining; my, family are nomadic
beloved; and, lived in gorgeous brush shelters shaped in a conical
form; which, are called wicciups; poles, roofed over with branches;
called, a ramada; everything, was attached to;

Our, diet was mostly vegetarian in its uncooked state; everyone, ate
purslane; and, when we could get cat root; well, that’s something
better than potato; something, that daddy white long legs brought;

Our, beloved braves wore their hair long; my, family were good at
clothing; my, grandmothers and others; fantastic, at quilting; and,
knew the value of natural material; all, beloved; as, many women;
all, have an important role in family affairs and property; and, a
medicine person; i, as a young boy learned about the striking
Baskets; so, tightly made; a, needle couldn’t have been put
between them;

Young, beloved were put on the cradleboard; and, never put down;
children, are number one; those, infirm are number two; the, older
ones; then, everyone who’s fit; get, to the back of the line; and, join
us up front to assist to help;
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Very, soft thigh high legging; my, N’de cousins had; for, my family;
i’m, connected to; had, incredible stamina; and, are extremely fast
runners; and, could be safe in the environment from cacti; thorn;
for, all be; you’d, be running across a land of chaparral bushes; my,
beloved learned how to disappear in an instant; and, be
camouflaged; being, surrounded; and, how to communicate without
speaking;

The, N’de did everything they could to be tolerant of daddy white
long legs’ system; which, isn’t you this beloved but a system itself;
if, you find yourself in that system; get, out of it; or, use it right now
as an office of trust; i’m, asking you to come from; and, not profit;
yet, by some four hundred years ago; daddy, white long legs had
given beloved here on turtle island horses; and, parentless fat taker
system the beloved around me; saw, as the enemy that would run
all of us off our land;
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My, family the N’de; know, these beloved as the Lipans; and, such
lawless green police; have, had it be made rain for them; it, became
a scourge to daddy white long legs; Geronimo, risked his life many
times; to, go back and scour all lands of Geronimo’s beloved; that,
Geronimo would protect that these beloved could have safe harbor;
and, safe passage; Geronimo, had to put up with perpetually being
provoked; then, he fell on both sides of the fence;

Many, fell on both sides of the fence; victims, of a wasi’chu system;
born, upon successful broken agreement; and, don’t tell me that
three hundred fifty million beloved that have been massacred;
since, the first world war; isn’t coming from a similar wasi’chu fat
taker system;

Geronimo, is known to us as “the one who yawns”; yet, Chief
Cochise; and, also Magnus Colorado; were, also amazing
examples of braves; and, did everything they could to create strong
wise leadership for this family; yet, Goyathlay; who, was given the
name Geronimo; who, knew the secret of the trance; took, people
back to hot springs; deep, into arizona;

Everyone, eventually was displaced to a re-servation; under,
military dictatorship; now, keep in mind that wasi’chu; is, the fat
taker system; and,not the actual banker’s darling; you, wanna keep
the baby; but, you don’t really need the bathwater; could, you
imagine a world right now of “virtual leaders”?;

All, such have solid connections to the service provider of course;
and, not you and i; good, examples of overlaid bank-whore agenda
perfectly coming out of the lips; perpetually; you, can't see the heart
guiding the tongue at all; apparently, such can’t see what’s
happening even in the sky; you, gotta be a bit blind to that if you’re
a good manchurian leader; and, happyface would say;
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Gotta use a lot of don’t won’t can’t should would could must never
just only and try; and, you’ve gotta get the toot and come along
overlay; the, beloved’s own memory and being; is, still present; yet,
made up appearance is the only import; yet, early childhood; and, if
you ask these manchurians about their adolescent memory; it’s
typical that someone who has been manchurian is not gonna be
able to recall too much about their adolescence or childhood
necessarily;

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; i, want you to know that it was
many years ago that i sat; in madre grande; to, do a clan lodge with
happyface; dancing cloud, ran the rocks and the women had
organized the outside of the lodge; that, was a little unusual;
because, it was typical that men would do that;’ i, saw that
happyface had the women do this; and, roles were really shared;

Everything, was laid out in a medicine wheel; yellow, was for the
color of the east gate; and, at the south gather there was the color
green; in, the west the color blue; blue, was not a color typical; yet,
Cloud Two Children had taught happyface to apply; what, was
existing in the moment to achieve your outcome; so, in the west
happyface had blue cloth flying; ribbons; this

Represented the shedding away of what’s old; to,make way for
what’s new; representing, the sky; the, sky happyface gave
everything to; in, ceremony; because, it can absorb a supernova;
and, your friends are still there; you’re, connecting with on the
ground;

I, want you to know this particular day; more, than a decade ago;
was, my first experience; my, family had said that i should seek out;
and, more of the medicine path; i, was pursuing an interest in civil
engineering; and, other things; so, it was back then in a clan lodge;
some, fifty sixty people gathered; and, happyface was extremely
theatrical; and, spotted eagle was doing funny things; like, when
happyface was smudging everyone; Spotted Eagle, would act like
he was fainting; and, going into some sort of revere; the
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Kids, all around laughed really hard; happyface, started the
smudging at your feet; would, pump the ground and come up in a
traditional way; water, was poured on the rocks inside; and, a call
spirit chant was given; i, remember the first time i ever heard
happyface in a lodge; it, was hard for me to participate; when, the
call spirit sound song came forward; in, the pitch dark of the lodge;

Meister, was visiting an apprentice of happyface’s; and, was on the
water drum that evening; i, had come to learn more about
behavioral change; and, subliminal conditioning; and, my brothers
had said; i, could learn how to communicate to other braves across
a distance; silently;

I, remember though; when, the call spirit chant came out; i, was in a
deep lengthened inspiration; and, the smell of sage; sweetgrass;
and, cavendish tobacco was placed on rocks; and, happyface had
taken out some menthol crystals and had put that on the rocks;
that, was burning and opening up my nostrils; and, air passages;

i, sat a couple of seats away on the right of happyface; my, family
had asked me to come and learn; the, ancient ways; yet, when i
heard the call spirit chant; for, the first time i couldn’t participate; i,
was overwhelmed suddenly; by, the high pitched screaming;
ancient, chant; something, becoming triggered; in, me;

All, i could tell you is i felt like laughing; but, crying deeply at the
same time; happyface, led some other chants; in, the first round of
the east; which, at some point i’m gonna share more about but; i’d,
fallen back; and, was in a trance; and, i was just wondering if i’d be
noticed; laying, down in the lodge; it, was dark; the

Long, grass and sage floor; had, some room around me; and, i
suddenly heard happyface say; and, some beloved; might, be of a
joy to have seen themselves having laid down; and, for you who
are this way; to, have a joy where you are in this moment; this,
moment can last forever; as, a state of your being; you, can have
accessed; when, you come outside this lodge;
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Anyway, at this point in the story; i, want you to know that it was
interesting for me to hear happyface talk; about, how at the time;
he, was being mob-stalked; and, i hadn’t heard that before; and, i
wanted more to know how could a beloved; who, was already
programmed as a soldier; for, wasi’chu;

Could, there be sleepers have been put into organizations to
manipulate; and, further menace; under, some idea of an apparent
common good? This, little piece that i’m sharing with you now; is,
from some notes i kept; to, put this together below for you; but

i, want you to keep in mind; how, you can have been programmed
to other than be aware; what, is social and moral; could’ve, been
changed; and, i’m glad to present the birth of a legend; that, night in
me was the birth of a legend; was, the birth inside me of a
movement; to, correct all; so, all can live life more abundantly; and,
currency exchange of energy between ourselves;

You, and i can again direct; for, at the moment you’d agree; only,
spending nineteen billion dollars on basic education for the whole
earth; in, one year; yet, one cunt-tree can have spent in wasi’chu
system; seven hundred fifty billion on military industrial complex;
some very small countries spends as much as the whole earth
does on basic education; on, having eaten ice cream alone; it’s,a
no brainer that everybody can see; that, insanity is existing; in, the
direction of the currency; and, that’s unmistakable,okay?;

What, i heard is in english; you, say “stop” to harmful things; and,
that’s a moratorium; not, a referendum; it’s, a question that needs to
be answered; and, a year off needs to be in wasi’chu’s present
system of banking; no, policy is made; and, at the end of having
had a breath; and, learned how the currency is created; you’re, not
gonna have the system that’s existing right now; because, that’s
insane; okay?; how, about joining with this eclipse movement?;
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It, was a rare privilege for me; to, be a part of a medicine beloved’s
vision and dream; all, are living according to such a medicine
beloved’s vision; and, as such a new legend is born; many, of the
old tales die away; you, can only focus on what’s excellent; and,
disregard everything else;

You, can only be social on a level where you are; you, don’t want to
have gotten to any level of groveledness; and, some of these tales
being told here to you; you, can have a deep insight into a greater
level of programming; to, go deeper into the conditioning; i’m, just
gonna put a little here for you; though, come connect;

Do, a whole brain functioning training with happyface; let’s, let this
awaken mastery in you; you, can look inside further; for, as it was
an actual winter night; i’m, relaying some of this to you; it, is full of
the myths of my beloved; and, such is far from being some simple
relic; and, so i’m gonna give you back to happyface;

This, is some of what happyface connected with everyone about; it,
was very much about wasi’chu; and, how the service provider’s
office-whores at the time; were, all communistically controlled to be
manchurians; and, as such a system has a beloved become
programmed; such, a beloved becomes recalled ever more
annually; and, is given personal development training; of, original
instructions;

Then, the hand above the government can also be putting new
inserted programs in; yet, we’re talking about someone who’s
already on a level three; sometimes, no real new programming is
actually necessary; simple, just reinforced types of conditioning; is,
done more by the count’s owning of all the media; the whole kit and
kaboodle; so, you can have beloved are actually programmed
sleepers; they, can be activated to get a cunt-tree;
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Let’s, say that cunt-tree doesn’t want to join some effort; well, the
green police funded by the count; does, false flag domestic
terroristic acts; the, main interest is really just to use the machinery
that’s existing; to, be applied as an urban wrecking ball; the, end
justifies whatever means was taken;

A, state of being; or, some behavior needed; can, have become
triggered by words; and, images; and, the circumstance and
situation sculpted; and, such a sleeper can become activated; this,
can be done very easily without all other beloved present not really
noticing that anything has taken place;

This, is what happens to a soldier who has to be applied in a
psyops operation; who, is actually gonna murder other beloved;
and, all is done with subliminal methods of applying suggestion; all,
done as the mind is completely without any guard; for, what is
occurring is innocuous and inert;

The, count has specialized patsies; who, have learned and can
apply; and, embed anchors; which, can trigger; what, the count’s
program is; in, this day if you would’ve been involved in such a level
of activity; you, actually are even able to be electronically
monitored; so

Wherever you are it’s possible for the count to know that; once,
such a level of programming exists; such, a sleeper is let go into
the community; and, can have completely no real memory much;
of, what was former that could interfere much with; or, modify or
change; the, carried out count’s instruction;

Who, is doing that could be a movie star; a, politician or a pilot; a,
singer and even an eccentric beloved; like, what was applied in
norway; such, beloved at this point are manchurianed; and, can not
necessarily know right from wrong; and, have an anchored trigger;
that, will trigger behavior; that’s of the count’s design; and, such a
beloved could be just triggered by accident actually; and, also on
purpose; because the beloved who is acting as a sleeper; isn’t, able
to be recalled after the instructions have been installed;
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I, am red dog and i will speak……. Cloud Two Children, had told
happyface that happyface’s life’s work would be; about, educating
people about hollow bones (i awareness); that, if you have been
programmed such; you’re, instantly right now; dissolved of any past
manchurian program; such, is undone; and, whatever occurred
becomes recalled a little more; and, what’s not social; is,impossible
for you; after; being given this instruction;

It’s, hard for anyone to imagine how white long legs; or, anyone
could have committed heinous crime; like, the service provider’s
could other than allow a beloved president to live; and, i want you
to know that it’s possible for you to apply evermore methods of
whole brain functioning; and, bring in i awareness overlay;
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Living, in an i aware matrix; and, someone trained in tracking and
whole body calibration; can, easily uncover; any, beloved who has
been programmed in the past; and, cloud would easily show you
the original being; and, have cleared away the false personality; in,
a relaxed unguarded state; happyface, continued; the

Beloved is engaged in their own integration; and, can be skillfully
guided by you; you, can learn how to do this; for, otherwise such a
wasi’chu program can have easily been engaged to do some
armed prostitute work; and, can not have any regard much for one’s
own welfare; and, is not even concerned if one would live or not; a

Beloved, who was programmed to do such; can, be taken out by
some bystander; or, the wasi’chu’s patsy operative; in, a theater of
operation; and, also programs are often given for suicide and self
destruct afterward; which, all of that can be completely undone by a
skillful whole brain functioning practitioner;

As, that beloved was conditioned back then as an armed prostitute;
one, could’ve even been be captured; that, programmed beloved
won’t really be able to volunteer any truth much; it’s, not possible to
even force and confessedness; which, is wrong actually; whole,
brain functioning and i awareness works; because

All is; as, you come to connect in with happyface; what’s, not whole
brain functioned; you’re, able to ever be more conscious about;
and, such a state is really layered deep into you; and, such is done
in a manner that it becomes programmed in as an overlay to
completely wash away what is forgotten;

Forgotten childhood memory even is able to be recalled; yet, it’s the
very substance that is wiped away; if, you’re gonna be a poly-ticker
for wasi’chu; for, such a fat taker agenda is completely overwritten
and you’re not able to recall anymore anything from that much; it,
just becomes dissolved and lost itself also;
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I, am red dog and i will speak; i, want you to know that when you
would attend a ceremony with happyface; it, can have acted on you
like the most powerful truth serum; the, other than conscious mind
can be drawn more forward up into your more consciously being
aware;

Providing, the resource state is large enough; you, can collapse
any stuck state into such; otherwise, what you’ve got really is a
manchurian type of training under wasi’chu; and, you’ve got a
definite milgram; and, water-cooler effect; and, you’ve got a
manchurian that’s gonna perform other than socially on cue; and,
may not been able to remember much of anything; and, can even
have self-destructed; as, cover has been found;
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Chapter Five

The Wasi’chu Fat-Taker Effect

Demons, and ogres and monsters; are, entities and fictional; yet,
you can understand; that, when the beloved of turtle island first saw
wasi’chu on a horse; or, even before that; on, a foam house; as,
ships were called by the original beloved; all, this was not easy for
originals to comprehend; so, what’s not easy to comprehend; can,
have easily been manipulated by the mind; and, being
unnecessarily fearful is a condition called nyctophobia and
scotaphobia; anyway;

This, curious tale Cloud Two Children told; was of a time; of, the
first foam house sited; and, a first sighting of wasi’chu; possible,
more of a recent time; but, you can imagine how in this day; you,
could be all of a sudden disturbed; by, what you don’t know; rather,
than such visions matching what one’s internal map is of reality;
and, it’s so that a very oldwoman in the village close to the mouth of
a huge river; that, forked into another; it's, said this old woman was
grieving; and, just for a moment had stopped crying; and, was
walking along the shoreline; really, longing for a better day to come;

A, pair of golden eagles were playing on the same winds; high,
above; yet, all of a sudden something; out, in the water; caught, her
eye; and, as the elder woman traveled a little further around the
shoreline; over, the ridge from where she’d come from; the, first
thought was “oh!; i’ve, seen a water monster”;

All she could do was remain in a somnambulistic trance; where,
time all of a sudden stood still; and, all, of a sudden as she’s
looking; she, sees; wait, a minute; this, one’s just got two spruce
trees standing up on it; suddenly, she goes
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“Oh my god; it is a monster”; and, quietly sinking down to the
ground ever so slowly; she, crept quietly to peer over a boulder that
was at the edge of the top of the bank; so, it was she could clearly
see what was covering this monster; all, of a sudden her eyes were
looking at extremely bright; round

Shiny, bones; which, was copper of course; and, vines thatched in
huge basket-like thick handles; that, were tied to the spruce trees;
and, strange bear-like animal rises up out of the belly of this beast;
as, this old woman looked; she, is looking at a huge bear; but, as
she’s looking; she, all of a sudden looks into the face of another
beloved; seemingly, the same as her own face;

I’ve, lost my child; she, began to lament inside suddenly; with, the
image of this strange monster now was just out from the shoreline;
and, frozen and petrified; she, slunk quietly back and returned to
the grove; where, her beloved were in the village; and, as she got
closer and further away; in, distance from this strange moment;

Her, wailing became more louder and heavier; beloved, that were
playing in a tributary in a rock pool; jumping, and splashing;
stopped, all of a sudden to see this old woman running toward them
weeping; and, some of the younger beloved quickly rain into the
village; telling, everyone the old woman must have been struck; or,
could be in some peril; and, many of the beloved upon hearing this;
ran, fast to see what was the matter;

As, all ran to find out what was happening; all, were asking; and, it
was enough for the old woman to blurt out; that, a thing all beloved
had heard about in tales past; is, lying over there resting on the
sand at the beach; and, she pointed south down toward the
tributary on the shoreline;

Out, in front of the village that was recessed back; into, beautiful
treed and shaded groves; and, all that could be said was that she
said there were a couple of large; strange, looking bears she had
never seen before; “and, they have a face like us”; the old woman
said; so the
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Originals, you can imagine were mixed with a curiosity; and, fear
and excitement; what was this that lay on the edge of the
shoreline? Resting, at the low water tide mark; the, two creatures it
was said; were, walking toward the monster; and, had huge shiny
gourds in their hands; and, as all arrived just close enough to all be
suddenly seen by these creatures;

All, saw the strange, bear-like creatures; both, bring their hands;
up, to their mouths; and, motioned for water; so, it was that a young
brave saw; this, was an intelligent animal in need; and, quickly
rushed forward with a bladdered water bottle; drawn, from the
village spring; now, the tale does take a small twist; because, some
originals were afraid and had run inland; instead, of going to look
what things were; and, had hidden; for, some time lay quiet until the
dark of the night;

One, beloved it’s said; convinced, the others that whatever that
strange thing was; they, should go themselves and have a look
inside; now, whilst they were inside; they, bravely swam out and
observed to see that this was made out of wood; and, climbed up
the railing quietly; and, could hear that no one was aboard;

This, was a giant huge canoe they realized; as, the beloved looked
they saw and; climbed, upon the strangest looking things; and,
down inside the hull was full of boxes; and, such boxes were full of
belts; of, shiny fingered looking long buttons; when, the beloved
went outside to call upon the others at the shoreline; to, come
quickly and look; a, few beloved being deathly afraid; brought, pitch
and torches; quickly, throwing them on the monster; not, knowing
what it was; and, ran back to the village; now it was

A, bit of a surprise because suddenly; the, belated arrived beloved;
see, that there’s two huge bear creatures with all the beloved on
the shoreline; around, the council fire; both, the huge bears jumped
up; sensing, something was; and, started running as fast as they
could; back, to the creature that had two spruce trees growing up
out of it;
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It’s, said that everyone followed quickly that all word was that this
strange thing was on fire; and, it’s said that it was a strange type of
burning; i’ve, seen fat and pitch burn bright; and, then thunder
came seemingly from the sky; like, a woodpecker; and, it was that a
huge bright flash was seen; the

Heavens, thundered; and, all thought the end was near; and, shiny
bones got flung all over the beach and the bank; it’s, said that the
beloved eventually take these two strange looking bears; to, the
chief who is in a village deeper in from the shoreline; some, half a
day’s journey away; it’s, said that the chief asked that one of the
strange bears could live inside the chief’s tipi; and, the other bear
went to live in the village at the river head; anyway soon it was the

Beloved, had heard; living, very north further up deep into the
hinterlands of turtle island; that, strange creatures had come; to, the
shoreline village; then one, tribe came from across the river; where,
they really hadn’t ventured before; and many others came from
further north; and, all became ever more closely situated around
this chief’s council; and, the beloved had found little pieces of shiny
bone; which, was the strangest bone they had seen; this, began to
be fashioned for all sorts of goods;

Cloud Two Children, had been given iron and brass and copper
molded pieces; that, had come from such an incident; and,many
long necklaces of shells were being made; and, these new shiny
bone pieces were seriously scarce; and, began to be traded more;
cloud, had a piece that was at least two fingers wide; and, said that
it had been traded long ago for a slave; anyway;

The, point is that the beloved hadn’t seen anything like this shiny
bone before; and,such beloved began using shells to be a form of
currency; and, all tribes of the federation before this time; are,
spiritual chiefdoms; the, chief is a chief because the function the
chief performs; in,distribution of goods and services;
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Chapter Six

All, Get Run Over by a Ghost

Life’s, mystery and wonder; is with this overflowing and wonderful
living true tale; on, turtle island here; and, such is as you look back
from the year four thousand twenty-six; a, gathering of innovative
and valuable tales spun; that, cause a revolution; yet, for the
moment now his-story comes to be about a ghost coming to be in
charge of everything and; what, dastard effect this has;

A, ghost that can’t hear a child crying; and, is completely undirected
back then; by, a parentless condition; that, became known as
stockholm syndrome back then; yet, ghost stories and such tales;
is, really about how what was imagined ; that, was fictional; had,
been put above all in the judical process even; and, no common
law existed; except, for remnants;

It, was back then that confusion existed; beloved, thought they
were an attitude; identity, was mistaken to be as with some belief;
identity, was mistaken with what someone is capable of; what, one
could’ve got done; one’s, identity was confused as with the
beloved’s environment ;even, identity became more as an ism; an,
it and they and them;

Two, negatives make a positive was called forked tongue; and,
words came that are describing some action; yet, was being
spoken about as if it was something you could put in your pouch;
families, became devastated and loved ones; separated, from each
other; sometimes, even for life; ghost, stories weren’t really to be
threatening; it, was a way for you to consider a thought really; and,
thinking is imaginary; not, something you can perceive;
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Yet, all know that exchanges only generally occur really; and,
what’s fictional and imaginary that’s dead; can, communicate with
what’s dead and fictional; and, like is joined with like here; yet, what
had happened was; a, little black square that was fictional;

Itself, having no central organized nervous system; a, service
provider had put above any apparent learned one’s head; and, who
can perceive wasn’t able to direct any current of exchange at that
point; nearly, half a thousand years had passed and a movement
began called eclipse; which, was about having the bank be back
inside who could perceive; all, realized that currency needed to be
directed and hadn’t been; a
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Peter principle system had arisen; like, a train wreck careening
down the mountain out of control; yet, in this story; it, does have the
ability to be remote controlled; and, stopped from causing injury or
harm; yet, the idea of a ghost is relating to something fictional; and,
what’s fictional no longer is put above who can perceive anymore;
and, a dark dark superstitious time in consciousness became
flooded; in, with light; a

Movement, quickly quelched with the time of a feather and a
hammer floating together; the fat taker’s effect was definitely not
any path of least resistance; yet, most; and, all over the earth at the
time; many, had been murdered for something being more fictional
having been put above who can perceive;

All, as was dead in the head; civilta mortus; and, outlaws utlatigus
and a phillus nilus; the, son of a bastard; daddy white long legs,
had asked everyone to regest their child’s body; and, by a trick of a
presumption of law; that, no claim was made; only, would ever treat
you as an object; and, you were expected to give everything up;
though, you are innocent; if, you were let go it would be said; that,
you were not guilty;

A, social engineering and an automation of society began to exist;
and, such an engineeredness of social automated systems; as,
isms; began also to be engineered; and, the world over all beloved
had been struck; a, scale was being applied to the beloved that
would override the normal impulse;

The, service provider had popped a message on a stone; written, in
many languages back then; letting, everybody know that ninety five
percent of everyone would be annihilated by the service provider in
the years to come; that, was the plan basically; and, white jail bars
had been imposed over the sky; and the water and the air had
become filthy; and, daddy white long legs; as, a phantom of no
central organized nervous system; just, came down from the sky;
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Existing, then was a condition of some thinking they were little
darlings; and, everyone else just be subdued; with, the help of
patsies that could just revenue collect; and, cause all to just be in
civic confinement and entrapment; the, service provider’s school
became known as the public fool system back then; it, just was
stopped simply with the stroke of a pen; the

Path, of least resistance; ten, thousand people all over the earth
just ticked yes they want reform in banking; and, that was enough;
for, the service provider to see there was a way forward with a more
logical and rational system;

The, earth would go on from this day forward; once, and for all time;
where, the beloved had a very deep insight; into,what’s real and
what’s fictional; and, all stick with what’s ever more real and eternal;
and, stick with the path of least resistance afterward; however,
before we return to a path of hollow bones; a great devastation
exists; and, i’d like to tell you how the service provider did that; so,
sit back now and maybe i’ll keep you on the edge of your seat;
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Chapter Seven

Legends, Arise from the Heart
of the Beloved of Turtle Island

Visioning, beyond learned helplessness; and, what is going on
before and after; is, about arriving and returning; and, beginning;
rather, than ending; and, a legend supports shared mutual
beneficial being; you, are asked to look at what is universal; that,
you would be allowing nature to come forward from you; this, rather
than speculating; your, inclination to timelessness is original; and,
otherwise personal cyclical of natural rhythm is;

Time, that could’ve been; that, was mechanical; where, when is
before who; is, looked upon here as being the fat taker’s
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conditioning; in this day, a microchip second split; changed,
pressed; fragmented; clocked; eyed; yard work; hard work; home
work; the most; an, environment not natural but fictional; of, an
apparent parallel lines which don’t exist; of, apparently more than
less than two right angles; which, doesn’t exist; all, things are round
and circular; energy, you put out summons a like energy back;

Can, you help me?; according, to a flow of the path of least
resistance; not, most; you, are only in front of Wankan; that’s, all
you know; and, your energy in motion; and, movements; your,
whole body movement which is tracking; and, body mart movement
is whole body calibration; and, such is embedded that is a very
deep and ancient language; coded, in your dna; events, in your
environment trigger an intelligence deeply held; of, your ability to
survive; and, have cast off anything other; and, your deep care for
all; even, those who can have made a mistake;

Look, at all these things in nature; living, out the art of life; in,
perfect uniformity; in, silent prayer; when, all things are forgotten;
and, all worldly things is disappeared; spirit, is moving; in, rhythmic
silence; a, beloved’s vision is contemporary in the moment now;
newly, created to bring about an outcome; of, all of us living life
more abundantly; and, such is changed according to the awakened
one’s ability to see who the servant’s servant is; and, to be serving
this master;

Having, self dedication; you’re, taking personal responsibility for the
genesis of peace; you, refit all you’re using listen speech; and, such
reshapedness and retoldness; and, told and told again; in, being;
still; silent; and, transparent; what, is enduring and what is
endearing; is, what you have here; being, spoken through the ages;
for, thousands of years; and, for millennia to come; from, turtle
island; a, beloved land; of, original souls; hearts, arise with a
common message; recorded, herein;
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Chapter Eight

The Story of Happyface

I, am red dog and i will speak; this, testimony of hollow bones;
when, happyface was young; even, at the age of four; he, took an
aversion to eating the flesh of an animal; and, had some
struggledness inside about that; to, not blame or go along with
anyone else’s thought condition; that, he would die he didn’t eat
such; happyface’s, integration is with this great cosmic wheel of life;

As, a sincere vow; and, in response to this; this, i you know you
are; forever, eternal; and, in moments; which, i’m just gonna give
you a little bit in this second volume; from, notes i’ve kept over
some many years; i, want you to know about the true mutually
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beneficial act; that, is one having multiple;

Meaning, is you and i having put the bank back inside who can
perceive; and, can you be with this greatest master on the earth;
which, is this master of self; heaven, is here on earth; you, don’t
have to go anywhere for that; and, it was for happyface; at, the age
of ten to go through a near death experience; which, left happyface
for more than half a day;

Completely, in a trance; as, if happyface was being guided by an
ancient past; that, was being visited by something brand new; and,
went and built a kairn; on, an isolated island; in, the direction of the
medicine wheel; moss, grows on stone and is of a set rate; you,
can know how long something’s been;

Very, deep in the past it was; that, during this time happyface saw
all who were around him; which, was just his family; it, didn’t seem
that anyone really fitted in; and, that everything is seemingly just
being taken; and, happyface, quickly took to being good at growing
things in the garden; and, from this time onward;

Happyface, had had a habit of holding on to anything given; to, give
to someone else; and, couldn’t put anything much in his room;
happyface, looked out and saw; all, the beloved creatures; as,
beloved of one great i; all, things were flowing in; and, that this
insight burned in him; for, many days as a young one; and,
happyface took hold of this medium being applied; which, is
directing in this moment all through this path of hollow bones; and,
this movement called eclipse; which, is about putting the bank back
inside you who can perceive;

As, i look back from the year four thousand twenty-six; what,
revelation happened; happened, as a result of happyface and the
work of the beloved who surrounded him; although, happyface is
accomplished to numerous feat and journey; i, can mention to you
here; that, i will as i can in the remaining twenty-four volumes;
however, i, want you to be put with what is innovative; and, a
solution; that, you can eclipse now; or, be apocalypsed slowly;
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You, can witness a deep insight in the power of applying i
awareness; what, i’m writing to you you can hear being spoken
now; you, can be sitting; relaxed; you, can be gathered around
other beloved braves; it, is for me to be able to give you
happyface’s testimony; for, it is this water pourer who those in the
pisces era; were, asked to look for; to, know where to go to have
had a meal; marking, a new beginning;

i,want you to know that you can grock what’s being said here; you
can see what happyface is doing and speaking to you; you, can
take a look overall and see how mutually beneficial this work is;

You’re, being called to do; you, can only know peace and
happiness; that, can come through you being i aware; and, you
know you are this i forever; for, what’s eternal as is empty space;
who, happyface says is the only thing which is absolute; and, you
can then have left your ways behind; for, this is you who is living
and serving most amongst us;

Happyface, was raised on an island; on, bass straight off the coast
of tasmania; and, it is for me at some point to give you some
narrative about such; when, happyface was fourteen he was
shipped across to the mainland of australia; that, day he saw more
people than he had seen in his whole life;

All, had a concern that happyface could find what was some path
worthy; but, from that moment onward; an, abyss opened up;
happyface, became a sojourner; having, given the ballast of this
vessel; on, all the shores happyface ended up landing on; and,
having traded such; all, that could ever be was an abyss of
unexpected travel; and, one story i’ll just share with you quick; is,
happyface eventually got a tutor; his, name was Pat Brown;

Happyface, was given tutoring for three months; and, during that
time it was that an interesting calculus and physics was; yet, when
a large textbook was given to happyface; to, be taken through;
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though, he wanted to please his professor; his, hands wouldn’t
work for him to open the book; his, hands had refused; and, even
though he could feel inside something was asking him to open;
happyface couldn’t; and, couldn’t explain either upon being asked;
much, happyface hadn’t said to anyone;

Happyface, asked permission to go outside into the back yard;
plucked, a leaf; and, with this in hand asked this professor; could,
happyface be shown how to find the surface area of this leaf?; and,
can anything in this book be found that can do this?; and, the
answer; after, a little breath holdedness; nothing, existed such; so

Happyface’s, hands would not open that book; until, it was
suddenly happyface realized; could, happyface be observing
something new?; that, apparently wasn’t there?; it, didn’t seem right
to happyface at the time; yet, happyface would earnestly consider
the investigation; of, what was put in front of him; providing, he get
agreement from the professor; it, could all go to something natural;
happyface, could apply;

Now, the following is happyface’s experience; being, put to you
here; what’s, written is pale; as, i’m compared of this; to, witnessing
happyface’s outward lived modeled excellence; anyway; i, gotta tell
you that; it, was around this time that happyface is filled with the
excitement that; some, discovery was existing; and, not all was
discovered; and, that from deep reflection; also, realizing an
uneasiness; happyface, could feel being called to be an example of
a better way to be;

When, you look around; you’re, asking yourself; what’s, to be done
now?; and, is non-euclidean geometry natural?; and, euclidean
geometry not?; happyface, came to be aware of all being multiple
caused; and, could see beloved falling on both sides of a fence;
and, cared very much to assist those who are in need;

It, was for him when he was young; to, witness how what’s written
on a piece of paper that contradicted everything; anyone, could get
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any information from much; while, happyface explored and went
ever deep into this new society; extreme, challenges of a reason i’d
share with you; yet, not here in this moment; and, it was happyface
could hear eventually a deep crystal in all the language; and, was
taught at the age of fourteen; to, use grammar like math;

I, was one day sitting around a pot bellied stove; all, beloved round
me had prepared for someone who is new; who, is coming amongst
us; i, want to stick with this path of least resistance with you; and, i
want to remind you of the challenges that all of us face now more;
and, the wasi’chu effect; where, wisdom can be put back;

Can, you ask this i in you; giving, you and all beloved on turtle
island here; your, freedom and liberation; once, and for all time;
would, you undo a knot that cannot be undone?; can, you undo a
knot you can see easily can be undone?;

Can, you take this message and knock on others’ doors about
this?; my, beloved people have suffered so deeply; and, i in this life
have witnessed my elders; crying, very deeply; our, children just
taken; it’s, a human trafficking; yet, by connecting in with
happyface;

i, have instantly entered into great force; you, can be feeling right
now in your heart; if, you’re like me; my, first meeting with
happyface; had, burned for days afterward; it,was for me
continuously non-stop; to, reflect on what was said; over and over
again; now, keep in mind i’m a civil engineer;

Can, you take hold of my beloved people’s medicine wheel?; and,
look into the north; where, wisdom is; can, you say no to harmful
things; in, english isn’t it that you say “stop” to harm?; i, beg you to
look right now and witness; how, if it’s on a piece of paper only;
someone, even just says it to you; that’s, all; you, can be shot; as, a
beloved brave recently was cut down on the road; by, pigs acting
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insane; can, you be brought now into this desert; on, a horse of no
name?; it’s,sometimes dry in the desert; yet, i cannot forget
happyface’s name; i, am red dog and i have spoken;

All, ISMs can be summed up as a single idea; whether, its
communism or predatorial capitalism; “it’s”, you’ll own nothing and
be happy; that’s CB-cowo’s “great reset;” you, see central bank
issue currency and social credit; and, currency is turned off; yet, a
nation is moved toward food right; because, voting wouldn’t be
cared by CB-cowo syste controlling al corporate nation on the
earth;

All, would see only monopolized criminal conspired covid
weaponizing of government to kill shots; everybody, has heard of
barbie but you’ve got to hear about bribie; bribie, got plenty of
doubles; yet, don’t even know who bribie is; you’d see CB-cowo
system committing odious crimes against title which is natural to
man or woman; to

Confiscate, currency which could have been existing in that
account holders account; never, not yet always the opposition tries
to sully symbols and use a symbol for its own purpose to be a false
opposition set up; it’s never the favorable that a poll could truthfully
reveal; many, would see electoral interference by foreign private
companies operating in other nation;

You, see also identity problems pushed; like, some would like to
say they’re a lampshade or a cat for instance; it’s, a word salad not
of any proper integration at all; facts, aren’t put into context; it’s, a
clue where purposeful contamination of graphene and heavy metal
would be found in a range of pharmaceutical; yet, you’ve got to go
through to the end to volume twenty-six; because, you can see a
mystery unfolding; a, strange attractor relating to all this;
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Chapter Nine

What’s Living Is Not Equivalent
to What’s Dead

Happyface, was in Colorado; up, in the mountains; and, i had gone
up to see happyface this day; and, as i called out into the valleys;
to, let happyface know i was in the forest and coming; he’d, know i
was closing the gap on him; hair, i know would stand upon the back
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of his neck; never, had i witnessed; any, thing said or ever said by
anyone else; ever, coming more from the heart; and, i could feel a
power; a, man other men love;

As, i waited; a little time passed; i, was getting tired; i, didn’t really
carry much with me; i’d, have to have gone eight miles; quickly,
across the terrain; to, go in; and, i’d heard happyface was very high
up in the mountains; living, close to a natural hot spring; that, had a
huge fountain; that, would fall on your head; you, could go sit under
it for six months;

I, was entering some great force it seemed to me; that, was ever
coming ever more now in; in; and, into my heart; it’s, like as if you’re
reflecting of this again and again; it, was like a lengthening of the
inspiration of my nose; an, expansion happening at the back of my
eyes; suddenly, it was like my ears popped;

Perhaps, it was the altitude; but, i could suddenly hear
panoramically; i, paused as i had eased up my pace; it, was
difficult; i, was going up a couple thousand feet; on, a trail that was
really not a trail; some, beloved in need in wisdom; from, Wankan
Tanka; i, certainly did; for, how to be able to get things done; i,
didn’t know; and, this was very interesting to me; the

Light was becoming low; i’d, calculate that it'd be probably dark
when i got up there; and, i took a shawl i’d been carrying around my
waist; i’d, use as everything; and, put a couple of bundles i had for
happyface; together, wrapped them; and, felt something moving;
yet, like it was i caught it out of the corner of my eye;

An, owl had; just, in that moment; alighted, itself to be maybe only
twelve or fifteen feet away; i, remained motionless; feeling, i didn’t
want to disturb the serenity; and, all of a sudden i heard;
happyface, who was responding to me; i, heard happyface say;
“whoever, has ears; ought listen; for, i have something for your
hunger; and, i have something for your thirst; whoever, has ears;
ought, listen;”

I, made a sound familiar; about, half the volume; to, let happyface
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always know; exactly, where i was; happyface, was a master at
echolocation; could, make a loud snapping sound; like, a hammer
brought down on wood; hard; and, happyface would apply such a
sound; to, completely tell you a dimension that could not be seen;
and, could only be detected by echolocation; happyface, had
studied with Crow Dog; and, over some years lived with Crow Dog
and Brave Bird;

I, witnessed on many occasions; around, the sweat lodge i
attended; happyface, take a hot coal out of the fire and put it in his
mouth; and, blow a hot torrent into some area of your body; you’d,
instantly feel an intense warmth; heat, like unbelievable; most,
would be just laying on the ground; with, a light cloth over them;
and, chock underneath the hip bones adjusting their spine; and, a
light cloth over the eyes;

The, one who was being healed would suddenly experience what
was beyond the realms of what was seemingly possible; for, many
years happyface would induct and educate others; as, Cloud Two
Children did; and, introduce again the feat of walking through fire;
you, can break through to this eclipse movement;

i awareness in you; and, you can eclipse now; or, continue to have
been apocalypsed; what, i’m sharing with you now; is, little thoughts
that i had; and, some notes i had; i, wanted to learn just a little bit
more; i, can put more here for you about the wasi’chu effect; and,
what being parentless can have done to you; the

Story is cast from the year four thousand twenty-six; in, the year
this volume two is being written; here, in the forest; close, to the
valley of grass; i, continued on the path; to, come up to find a grass
fence; and, a very simple rudimentary thatched; gorgeous, trimmed
shelter; that, had ceramic and thatching; and, everything was made
with just materials that had come from the earth;

As, i met happyface i was hugged; and, happyface said; you, can
see the movement on the external surface of the ocean; can, be
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moving and turbulent; yet, very deep down; beyond, the light of the
sun; is, a very still and silent darkness; and, it is here within you;
there, is a steady state flow happening; like

A, stream of liberation; flowing, inside you now; i, was asked to
come in; and, some refreshment was got; i, gave happyface the
gifts i’d been carrying; useful, for happyface had no possessions;
anyway, here’s a little bit from some notes that i took back then; the,
beloved would say; “i am” and then give us your spirit name;

You’d hear everyone say “aho” and give back to you your medicine
name; then, the protocol was you’d speak from your heart some
truth of inquiry; a, question maybe; mine, was to happyface that
evening; several, other beloved i found also there; at, this east
encampment; happyface, was mining gold for an operation; which

Would facilitate funding more this movement; that, would carry all
forward to this day; and, it just was for me to learn a little more
about the wasi’chu effect; and, here’s a little of what happyface said
that evening; from, all the notes; which in the next

Eight, volumes of hollow bones; can be revealed to you; keep track
of things that have occurred; i, hope you’ve already read volume
one; for, this is the face of resistance for the wasi’chu effect; you
want to be i aware?; you, want to be de-manchurianed?; then,
listen to this beloved; and, hear what is said;

i, am red dog and i have spoken; and, everyone who is present
says “aho, red dog”; i’d, explained a question happyface was
talking about here; that, relates to the wasi’chu effect; eclipse, is a
movement that put the bank back inside who can perceive; and, not
having left this in a fictional la la land of a service provider;

You’ve, gotta go into the year four thousand twenty-six; and, look
back; to,see what was undone;’ at, the time all were looking up
through white jail bars; and, all, were reminded of living in
pri-daughter and pri-son; and, all were looking to see who was right
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and who was wrong; what, party was better than some other party;
and, would any of them be having any correctness? Yet the

Wasi’chu effect wasn’t the path of least resistance; but, most;
because, letting one person dominate everyone; doesn’t work; but,
one beloved starts to feel fearful; is, struck by not really being
loving; and, came from stock that really was parentless; it, was just
an ankle biter; building, sand castles at the beach;

The, mountain just stands by; though, the sea could be raging; the,
mountain is just standing by; unmoved; and, this is like the
mountains are speaking to the plains; when, you look back from the
year four thousand twenty-six; to, this day; you’d, have been
looking around at a wasi’chu effect;

Where, the service provider’s objective was only to socially control
you and i; and, destroy and annihilate and depopulate most of the
beloved; there’s, just too many people and the service provider felt;
everybody’s, running around with a bit of a messed nest syndrome;

Back, then it was a time of the destruction of the beloved’s life; and,
a continued slavery; all, thought that it was okay just to have one
parent; and, let everybody just be raised by a woman; a, man
couldn’t be engaged in that; witch, trials were rife; and, the fingers
of younger girls was being applied; to, put young boys in jail; and,
stock was being made on them; slavery, and genocide was going
full on; the, price of invading another cunt-tree; even, involved five
hundred thousand dead children; if, it was on paper or said; the,
price was worth it;

The, beloved was being milgramed; back then, it’s hard to believe it
but; there, was no one present in any office; to, hear happyface’s
cries; as, he was going through the ordeal of being taken by
strangers; and, just handed to others who had no connection to
each other; and, a child would have no common integrated care
giver; this, volume of hollow bones; on, the path of least resistance;
and, in this particular chapter where the effect of wasi’chu is talked
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about; eclipse, is a manifesto forwarded to you; that, is about our
salvation that occurred back then; two thousand, years before;

The, service provider at the time back then; could, only have a
system of cloak and dagger; and, really didn’t want anyone to look
behind the curtain; invented, things like wooly hood and bully hood;
had, a de-zion of his own; not, really though; it, was coming from
one who was parentless;

The, service provider would hide things from the public back then;
it’s, a funny thing and hard to believe; but, back then it was okay
apparently; that, no one asked about anything; then, suddenly;
everyone, began to ask about everything; one, brave disclosed
what happens in the field of war; how, eighteen innocent were
gunned down by a gunship in the air; and, all got to see the insanity
of war; and, how callous a drongo can be; being

Asked, just to shoot; though, you’re shooting your family; and, for
blowing the whistle to let us know; got, punished severely; such, an
act soured the world so bad; as, all became realized more; all,
going on;

Everyone, could see the service provider was out of control; and,
observing an innocent beloved’s children not cared about; such, a
child should be fatherless themself; and, manuals were written;
that, was a technical formal declaration of application of false flag
domestic terroristic acts; as, you can have been peter principled;

As, you know the service provider doesn’t have any of your
consent; none; owned, the media back then; and, had bob hoped
everyone that was an apparent star; which, everyone could see
absolutely wasn’t; and, instituted all manners of domesticated
warfare; that, would create a lot of black hat white hat talk;

The, effect of such was to fill the service provider’s own personal
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coffer; not, yours or mine; it, is very hard for people to understand
how; with, such an extremely barbaric and primitive insanity back
then; but, it was everyone acquiescing to that; yet, an eclipse
movement cleared that away; and, a volume of books was written
called the path of hollow bones;

Are, you using some cold objectivity yourself?; because, the service
provider would only have you see back then; that, peter principled
beloved was only of extremely cold; and, callous acts; such, a
service provider would make sure all beloved back then was living
in a communistic world;

Most, all were being human trafficked as stock; which, could just be
their glands owned; for, others to do with it what they liked; most,
boys back then were routinely sexually mutilated; and, given to
elder women; any, that were left whole were raped; none, were ever
left whole as virgins;

One, would come into such being within one’s natural cycle of
being; the, service provider could only apply from a cold objective;
a, disgusting and despicable conclusion of an insane intellect;
clutterbugged; and, had no compassion practically; because, a part
was obvious that was busted;

That, was the one that was about love; and, it was separate from
another part; that, was about an unacknowledged involvement in
terror; so, there was a complete loss of discretion; and, a false
sense of donald duck humility; and, had made it look like the
solution; after, the problem the service provider was creating;
would’ve, been in your interest; because, you naturally would’ve
accepted back then apparently; some, safe harbor which wasn’t;
back then, you’d just see your beloved picked off one by one;
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What, was obvious was completely redacted; no, talk existed and
forensics today shows; that, beloved below the service provider;
though, they can have even thought they were important; were, all
just pawned; like, one patsied beloved; for, a long time before; was,
always shown in a photograph with nine eleven in the picture;

More, than forty years of such at least; before, a major psy-ops
operation of mayhem was being conducted; you’d, want the service
provider’s solution; sculpted, for the service provider not you; and, it
was for some many years before that; that, that service provider
was influenced not to have deviated; from, the overall de-zion;

So, you were just led to believe was being exercised back then in
your own best interest; but, it wasn’t; for, this civilized society of
today; none, can understand how any beloved would accept any
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child not having a father; and, it was this beloved who said; give,
this son back his father; for, none should have any foreign entity
ever decide a single thing for you;

Who, is self-governed in a land of the beloved; on, turtle island
here; no, claim exists against me; government, is supposed to
protect property; and, that’s the only reason for it’s existence;
period; just, an ingratiated mini parasite called a poly-tick; the,
service provider just only was applying types of weapons not being
fully talked about back then; and, was just operating from a manual
that was written to a work-whore who would be running a military
dictatorship; the

Flag, flown at that time was of a military dictatorship over the
beloved; though, no war was existing there; a, kind of a war was
there; because, of what was unspoken; until, the eclipse movement
gelled; that, can put the bank back inside you; back then, the
service provider’s design was to fund both sides of the wars; that,
the service provider had created; and, black hat white hat
everyone; and, realized that weapons made out of steel; were, just
left rusting all the time; and, there were a lot of challenges with
strategic tactical conditions; because, it was like groveling too
much;

Rather, than using your heart to resolve what came before you;
what, you saw the service provider do was just bludgeon anything;
like, shoot an innocent brave in Oregon recently; the, same hand
that back then Waco’d innocent beloved; so, it was that such
resources of steel and tank; in, the created black hat white hat
conditioning; applied, very similar tactic to control your mind; for

Social, engineering the beloved; as, stock that you could get an
armed prostitute from; to, commit legalized sin; to, continue on
protecting the service provider from the terror the service provider
had been involved in; was, back then able to monopolize by
perpetual negative economic inductance; and, it was you and i back
then; just, a system you and i and everyone back then was okay
with; until, eclipse came along;
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Not, that it was okay before eclipse came along; just, that this is a
movement that gels everything; that, caused the earth to have a
moratorium; and, request a new system for the earth;

The, count back then was owning all technology and; would, by any
means obtain that to control utterly; was, getting everyone back
then to have a lot of black hat white hat conversation; the, front
page of every single rag owned back then was the business; the,
news was always redacted of anything substantial for you;

“It”, was only the service provider’s interest in subliminally
occupying the mind of those below as goats; that, would have
another goat jump on you; like, back then it would be typical back
then; like on a thursday towards the end of april for instance; a,
former brave that had been manchurianed;

You, could see at the grave of a cousin; another, brave patsy who
had followed through with a preprogrammed message to have
self-destructed; and, as a cunt-tree; which, doesn’t exist; is,
pursuing peace; which, doesn’t exist; yet, you and i do; you and i,
can seek a better path; a, cunt-tree can’t be doing anything; it’s,
fictional;

Service provider, would make use of those running for that private
corporation’s office; that, owned all; and, just loved to stir things up
a bit; and, had articles like anything that could be said about
fortifying and spending more on military; that’s, the type of thing
you’re looking at back then; and, a little bit of learned helplessness;

If, you were in a loveless position; working, for the private corpse
back then; you, could be amongst the most powerful office-whore
for that private corpse; yet, because they were in charge of
everyone; they, could convict anyone; because no oversight
existed; and, all one could ever be received of was a witches trial;

Prudes, existed back then; serious, prudes; and, anybody could be
undone; all, you needed to do was pop a little rumor on the front
page somewhere; the, accused generally are male; because,
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misandrism was the only type of conditioning done; his, body just
used for battery basically; her, body used for attraction; and, an
a-turn-on-you; and, an a-turn-on-me; would, apply a little bleeding
before a bar;

Someone, under a black square would be a priest; and, a man
whose there is asked to be not present; and, be re-presented by
those who have no first hand information; just, a mere complaint
really; not a claim even; because, let’s see where the harm injury or
cost is?;

Can, you be reflected on what the needed wisdom is; or, you can
know how to act; when, you don’t? and, unless it is it’s possible you
can start applying this wisdom herein; what’s being shared with
you; you, can have an awakening or ten thousand teachers; of,
many paths; can, you have eclipse now and so no to what’s
apocalyptic?;

Can, you stop looking at what’s individual as a passage put to you
here; all, you would’ve done is other than remain more integrated
with what this is; can, you have confidence right now in settling this
issue; you, can follow this path of hollow bones; and, be part of this
movement eclipse;

I, am red dog and i will speak; as, i listened in to happyface; about,
what had happened and what we could do; i’d, realized i could
either have remained in darkness and confusion; or, i could take
hold of what happyface is asking you to do; that, can direct such a
change toward an i aware world; and, economic egalitarianism; for

As, happyface has been admitting to me and others; for, all can
have lacked wisdom; and, for this can you give liberally; and, don’t
hold back; give, of what you have which is your property; that, this
movement; and, happyface; and, this family here on turtle island;
might, venture;
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I’d, like to take just a moment; to, share with you a simple vision
happyface relates; he, said that this was when he was ten;
happyface, told me that very few text was existed; and, there was
not much knowing what was in there; but, whoever had penned it;
hadn’t penned nature; happyface, could feel Wankan looking
through your eyes; Wankan, listening through your ears;

It wasn't like you could just go around and have a conversation with
god; can you be here with heaven on earth as two children are
playing? Can you look around and see this is how you find
yourself?; you, are living in delight; in, i awareness; applying, whole
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brain functioning;

Happyface, knelt and began to completely look into the heart; to,
feel if anything as desire was left; and, as happyface could feel; a,
buoyancy was; all, fear was kept out; one, felt intensely elevated;
like, light for you now; is, flooding in the darkness; and, it was some
power that entirely overcame happyface in this moment; and,
immediately afterward in that day happyface had made a beautiful
kairn can; that, forever in his life after this day; would, be an anchor
of such a powerful astonishing influence over him; it, would blind
his tongue; until, he had completely learned how to have
listen-speech;

That, day a huge storm thundered; and, would soak him to the skin;
winds, would come and happyface was like the sun; was, struggling
against the clouds; it, is as if it was some doomed and sudden
destroyedness; yet, all happyface could do back then as a young
boy; was, sob; that, all be delivered out of ignorance;

All, be who could be taken and was taken and had been taken;
and, it was for happyface to have had a despair in that moment;
that, unless something else be; one, would just abandon self;
whatever was, could, be destroyed and cleared away; and, not to
just some fictional rearrangement of anything; yet, to a very deep
seeing inside you; of, a marvelous condition you have; that, is the
power of a stone left unpolished; cotton, left raw unspun in the field;

I, had never been of any feeling like this before this moment; i,
could feel an extreme alarm; i, could see all conditioned by a
revenue collector; yet, a pillar of light over happyface’s head; let,
me get back to happyface’s story that day; as, fast as that thunder
and lightning; that, had cracked just yards away from happyface; it,
was just above the brightness and the thunder of that lightning;

Which, ever descended more as happyface went back to the family
cottage; happyface, would arrive saturated; happyface, would dry
off before the warm fire; put, dry clothes on; and, it was no sooner
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that happyface had got back to the family cottage; on, the island he
grew up on; he, was delivered a message; that, all the family land
would be taken;

One, could just write something even back then on a piece of
paper; and, if you were part of the paid patsy cadre; you, could
threaten the family; as, happyface was in; and, just take away the
father’s providedness; and, not ever been compensated; having,
done such by fraud;

Happyface’s, father would hold off what was wrong; that, wasn’t
corrected; that, was fictional; yet, all was going to be thrown into
chaos; happyface, looked onto the table; and, saw what was there;
silently, looked out the window; seeing, there was an empty food
sack out there;

Happyface, ran out into the stockyards to a shed; and, found self
laying in a bed of wool; and, the stock dogs came and were licking
happyface; happyface, could hear all of the animals individually;
Saying, “you’re, my beloved; we’re, so glad to hear you”; and, it
was within that moment that happyface was struck by a vision;

Having, the object of seeking who is this master of self; yet, for
some years happyface would remain in isolation in the forest;
playing, on the beaches and building little homes in the bush;

Until, the day came of course that happyface; in, this dream; is,
shown a deep learning of how to communicate; and, was an
observed self; as, if face was looking upon self; in, all the places on
the earth; where, many were without any knowledge of what’s right
or wrong; it, can not have even entered into anyone’s hearts; until,
eclipse movement came about; an, era of a hammer and a feather
floating together;

I, am red dog and i will speak; if, you are like me; my, questions
were answered; i’ve, joined this movement; i, want to give all who
would witness these teachings of this awakener; a, needed creed is
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happyface talks about; that, is a blending of the heart and the mind;
you’ve, gotta know this is someone’s beloved happyface is talking
about; and, not any behavior; happyface talked about how many
could have drawn near with lips; yet, not the heart;

I, was forbidden to join with any anti-social conditioning; or, display
any anti-social behavior period; other, things happyface said to me
was; you, cannot write over something that’s already written; and a
stitch in time save nine; anyway let me get back to happyface’s
vision he had; laying in a shed on a bed of wool; happyface, found
self looking into all of heaven and would see colloids of life dancing
in a beam of light that passed through holes in the roof; illuminating,
those tiny particles; because, of this dark background;

Happyface, was exhausted from the day; and, would soon return
back to the family cottage; happyface, would continue on this path
of hollow bones; and, eventually meet cloud two children; and, after
time have met crow dog; and, be given the name happyface; then,
began educating all about i awareness;

Gender, and economic egalitarianism; began, educating all about
sexual mutilation of boys; and, children not having any fathers’
rights; and, a little black box being put over the beloved’s head;
and, some to preserve their jobs; no, oversight existed;back then, in
the year two thousand sixteen; it, was obvious the service provider
didn’t want any of that;

From, many journeys back and forward to connect in with
happyface over time; i, felt very excited that all could easily reframe
some prejudicial conditioning; and, that intelligence is your and my
ability to have gone beyond any prefixed set pattern of response to
have survived; a, lot of black hat white hat talk fell away from me; i,
could see many beloved had fallen on boths sides of the fence;
and, happyface was this great mendicant;

Such, persecution happyface had had; was, just ongoing; no, claim
against happyface exists; no, title; to, happyface’s son existed; yet,
the service provider’s office-whores; all, were loathe to void a void
court order; no, common law vestige begone; a, new patsy there as
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a clerk;

I’m , looking back i’m letting you know; from, the year four thousand
twenty-six; i, want you to know that the path of hollow bones
gripped all; and,it was a math that couldn’t be denied; and, that
what had been the cause of great persecution; which, can only ever
have continued to have increased; towards, martial law; and, a
living holocaust;

All, happyface had thought back then; was, of being simply
obscure; just, a grain of sand on the beach; yet, this day is arisen;
some, many years after; and, if you’re listening now; maybe, you’re
sitting; maybe you’re standing; maybe, you’re getting some things
done; and, someone is reading this to you;

Can, you relax your shoulders and your inspiration; your, face and
your hands? and, you can say “aho mitakuye oyasin”; i, am red dog
and i have spoken;

Happyface’s, circumstance in your life; was, for him just as a boy to
seem of no consequence; he, can have not even had any
knowledge of the world and didn’t; yet, he would conquer all; and,
even of all men of higher standing; all, would take notice sufficient
to excite the public at the time; to

Fund and get behind happyface and this movement; and the family
he built around all would create a change from having been bitterly
persecuted; and, what was common amongst all of us became
united against what had persecuted my family; my children; the,
rivers all had been weeping; i, want you to know happyface’s dream
caused a very serious reflection in me;

How, it could be just an obscure boy on an island isolated from
everyone; would, at the age of fourteen be given a vision; to, rise
above some scanty maintained day labor; you, can have been one
of those that joined and gave of yourself; you, gave even up all for
your kin can have had a better day; you, can follow this red path;
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happyface’s, movement eclipse; was, to become instantly one of
the most popular movements of the moment in that time; okay?; let
me continue on in a moment; i, hope you’re getting the big picture;

Chapter Ten

Wasi’chu Effect Can Be Heard
in the Songs and Poetry of the
Time

In, the early days happyface would travel throughout the deep
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hinterland of turtle island; Omaha, Kansas; the, Osage Cloud Two
Children was solidly connected to; in, the past always lived in
gorgeous villages; and, beautiful sustainable earth based
lifehouses was built;

All, was built according to an application of materials that would
insulate and provide a thermal mass in the cool; and, as wasi’chu
ever encroached; and, the wasi’chu effect ever occurred;
missionaire, came and only looked through their eyes at the gender
of the beloved; and, cast them into only two;

Wasi’chu, only looked at relations where all lived under one roof;
as, not god-like because there was more than just their seen blood
family living there; extended, family was the general rule where
everyone was all over turtle island; and, things would be just put on
a blanket; and, it would be seen what you as a child were drawn to;

Men, and women are equal to each other; and, winnoc and birdoc;
which, i would talk about at some point more; were, the most prized
beloved in the tribes; cloud, taught happyface how to do great
mystery dance; and, various other ceremonies; naming,
ceremonies; marriage, ceremonies; and, other healing ceremonies
all were performed;

In, the beginning happyface apprenticed for some four years with
cloud; then, went on the road with Cloud for another five years;
during, that time happyface took over a large part of the role of
what work Cloud had been doing; Cloud, was selected by all the
elders to be the ceremonial chief; that, represented the indigenous
people of the earth; on, a council that would meet annually in
various lands;

A, simple subsistence lifefood cultigen existed primarily; the,
beloved were pushed and separated; and, began to be influenced
by being segregated; as, missions came to the fringes; all, had a
pattern of putting only beloved of a same sex and same age
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together; and, separating all from each other; and, it was that all
beloved connected on the level of a soul in the past; became,
connected as a role;

Natural, encouragement of plant is what cultigen is; wasi’chu,
brought a specialized and mechanized new beginning; based, upon
the size of your peepee; if, it was clitoral you could be cast to be at
home; if, it was larger it’s possible you could do work outside the
home; our, sisters started to grow more horizontal; and, our
brothers started to die at an early age; yet, this was not always the
way it used to be;

Many, migrations began during this time; for instance, the Ponca
happyface talked about; happyface, had a deep connection to;
lived, for a time in the past around lake andes in south dakota;
happyface spent time there; Cloud, said this was the area of turtle
island that would be recalled more; for, the prayer that came out of
making the breath visible; with, redstone pipe from the area;

Anyway, many years ago happyface would journey down there;
accompanying, some of happyface’s teachers; Billy Goodvoice Elk;
Miriam Bringsemback; and, through Crow Dog happyface would
connect with many beloved throughout the reservation; it’s said that
One of the coldest winters happyface ever spent; was, in a tipi a
little west of rosebud; lake andes, in south dakota;

Beloved, had been reduced by extreme phosphate of food; that,
most all beloved had been consuming; full, of phosphate and next
to no calcium at all; happyface, said; the, wasi’chu effect was
devastating because just in this region of south dakota; by,
eighteen hundred four the beloved was reduced to a mere paltry
couple hundred; so

You’ve gotta imagine a time of deep suffering; and, the effect of this
on the psyche; in, this day i am sharing this story with you; most, of
the medicine beloved are singing shaman on turtle island; and,
application of ceremony and song; was, the primary way all were
motivated; soothed; calmed; and celebrated; and, silence also was
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something intensely celebrated;

Happyface, at the end of speaking would always say something
like; “and, for all things unsaid…...aho”; i’ve, gotta tell you that i was
as a young boy; deeply, struck by my beloved people’s stories told
of their forced removals; children, just taken from their beloved; be,
raised by other guardians; many, suffered malnutrition; much,
pining existed and all felt more disjointed; by, the wasi’chu effect;

I, can tell you that there wasn’t really any strategy amongst my
beloved; to, deal with such; i’d, often see happyface laying hands
on beloved; working, on areas more exposed such as the neck; i,
was sitting one day in the valley of grass; under, redwood trees;
and, there was a stream of beloved who were coming in to see
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happyface;

i, would hear happyface say that at the end of having connected
here about this; you’re, gonna feel like you’ve really got to the
bottom of things; i’d, see goiters and tumors shrink; after, just a few
minutes it seemed of treatment; color, would also be applied;
happyface, i came to learn would use such to melt fat and tissue;
and, shrink growths; sometimes, i’d see more than thirty percent
reduction in a single session;

i’d, heard that it’s possible to assist the body heal itself; and, i could
hear within happyface’s way of connecting with you; you’d, be
listening as if this is being spoken directly to you; and,the singing
was no exception; very, beautiful i, came into a camp once; where,
happyface was in oklahoma;

i, have many relatives now and the dna i’m carrying in my blood;
was, being triggered by happyface’s songs; i, couldn’t help myself;
sometimes, i'd be just weeping; or, laughing; i, was of a joy; it,
wasn’t quite easy for me to manage; because, two parts of myself
were being fused to become one part of my whole self; becoming,
integrated ever more; no, time was ever left idle; happyface, would
be connecting with you through song;

i, want you to know that the beloved that happyface connected with;
in, the past half of them had died; they, died as a result of their
forced removal; yet, the medicine beloved of my beloved;
remained, in nebraska; and, began just to seek the wasi’chu way;
not, by choice but just by knee jerk conditionedness;

happyface, often sought out other medicine beloved on turtle island
here; and, some years ago it was this story i’m sharing with you;
because, it was a moment i just suddenly was struck; i, was
listening to about thirty sisters all in a training around happyface;
and, what was being sung; made, me have the effect like i was just
talking about above; it was the first time where afterward i felt
euphoric and extremely elevated; after, hearing our sisters singing
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so sweet and serene; i, can still hear and feel the effect of that
moment that night;

All, sat around a huge fire that was lit before a yuwipi ceremony
was being performed; maybe, my people’s number is now around
fourteen thousand; though, i don’t know for sure; from, at least a
million beloved who are original; all, was to grow to two hundred
fifty million by the year two thousand sixteen;

You, can just look on the face of photos of Sitting Bull; and, the
braves who had betrayed him; Custard’s, face you can see a deep
arrogance on; you, can see slight spite in the face of the braves
that had been manchurianed of wasi’chu way; yet, Sitting Bull was
a great apostle; of, the ghost dance; and, longed for a better way;
you, could’ve killed his body; but, you can’t kill Sitting Bull’s soul;

I, want you to know that i’d hear these songs; and, write them
down; i’d never heard in this day; except, in some moments an
artist as powerful as happyface; i, could play many instruments
myself; and, would accompany happyface with vocals and
instrumentation; happyface, had a habit of gathering those
musicians who would come and give to all; happyface, would
conduct beautifully; like, you were always in a live theater and all
was a reality show;
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Keep, in mind happyface shared with me that; when, you analyze
children’s dreams the world over; girls, are having relative social
dreams; and, boys are having dreams of their bodies being
ravaged; shot; stabbed; dogged; flogged; and, cut; the, wasi’chu
effect is; a, male must only be a subject matter; period; that’s it;
and, a female must only be the object of desire; period;

Barbie, and ken training needs to have been; to, get a little gi joe
going; it’s, code for the wasi’chu effect of getting an armed
prostitute to commit legalized sin; though, the arabs don’t sexually
mutilate their boys; nor, castrate their animals; the, wasi’chu effect
is carte blanche to the above; that, must be business as usual;
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At, this moment no males are allowed period to be engaged or
involved in child welfare; they, could be witched very quickly;
grandmother, can hug her little grandson all over; but, grandfather
has to be extremely careful of his granddaughter; lots, of areas
apparently are taboo for grandfather; not, grandmother though;

Bonding, only occurs for the females with the males; no, bonding is
to occur with the males to the females though; sisters, have to be
put with cinderella complex; and, her humor the world over is of her
superiority; and, his humor has to be always about his own
stupidity;

As, all beloved come into the actual gender role; which, is of the
wasi’chu effect; it’s, a moment you can see what the effect is; and,
because it’s a very good role relatively for here; for, a moment she
will have a bit of superficial power; if, it’s the right size; sisters, are
gonna be jealous though; very, good to separate the women from
each other; they’ll, never have any teams; yet, for him;

If, you look at suicide for instance; he, is twenty five thousand
percent more likely to commit suicide than her; the, world over;
when, he comes into his gender role; keep, in mind the wasi’chu
effect; not, long ago it’s been discussed by women groups; that, are
talking about castrating the male; as, a form of penalization;

Their, hormone is evil; he’s, to be stripped naked in front of his
sisters; and, that’s not considered sexual; she, is to cover up; and,
a good queen victoria made sure of that; even, the legs of the table
had to be covered back then; love’s, work is her work; loveless, his;
he, dies an earlier death the world over; the

Wuf, movement; white upper class females; were, trained as little
misandrists; back then, it was even said in the women’s
encyclopedia; little, boys don’t feel any pain whilst they're being
sexually mutilated; no, boys are left whole on turtle island; most,
would generally have been sexually mutilated; it’s, called penalized
not clitoralized; you’ll, be put in a penal institute not a clitoral
institute;
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As, happyface reported as he lived in new york city; where, some
nine hundred ACS african latino women were working; all, had just
been recruited to be little brown shirts; just, like those braves that
had betrayed Sitting Bull; just, like the manchurian who was easily
manipulated; to, kill Lavoy recently; an, innocent man; all, he did
was say he’d defend his family; for, saying you’d defend your
family; you, can be shot;

Revolutionary, song would be wiped out; and, any ceremony that
was empowering the beloved; would, also be quickly stopped; no,
village would ever be built with any center ever again; after, the
count got a good hold on everybody; following, the second world
war; movies, would be made; to, make sure that everyone all over
the world; would, consider the beloved braves of turtle island; to, be
depraved; immoral; crazies;

Pictures, for general audience would show the men urinating in
front of the camera for you; you’d, never see something like that of
her in general; happyface, calls this the vaginaless era; no, statue
in public can have any labia or prepuce or any detail; must, be
smoothed over there if it ever was; yet, grandmother can receive a
little card; with, little boys legs spread toward her; her, little peepee
etched; and, nothing exists similar at all for grandfather;

The, wasi’chu effect is to create an armed prostitute; that, can
commit legalized sin; really, so five billion people all will make sure
it’s okay that; the, service provider’s wasi’chu effect be maintained;
yet, in these revolutionary songs i want you to know; you, can really
feel empowered;

You, can take charge of your own life; rather, than have to listen to
some co-dependent love song; that’s designed to get the grim
reaper going inside more; i, include these songs in this wasi’chu
effect because some of these songs; it, is happyface singing to all
that come from his deep loneliness;
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Happyface’s, son hasn’t been able to be received of his father; a,
good little wasi’chu effect; Dakota, happyface’s son; has, been
cloistered since he was three; by, hostile guardians; and, though
happyface when he found out where his son was; his, son had
been kidnapped and taken across state lines without happyface’s
permission; illegally;

Dakota, had always only been given lifefood; and, as happyface
called; because, it was in happyface’s mind that what had occurred
would just be for a split second change; happyface, was
apprehensive and deftly concerned; because, happyface had only
ever given Dakota lifefood; and, when finally was able to connect
the first moment; with, those who had just stolen him from his
mother against her will; and, happyface’s; his, hostile guardians;

In, happyface’s putting things to Dakota’s new patsy-made father;
would, it be okay that he be able to remain vegetarian; that, Dakota
hadn’t had the flesh of any animal; and, the snide spiteful rude and
callous reply; came, from a serious wasi’chu effect; “hey; just want
you to know; we’re, giving him plenty of that”;

A, short moment later his monarched patsified mother; hostilely,
calls happyface back and says; “don’t, you ever call here; ever,
again”; now, keep in mind happyface has apparent protection;
happyface, is a battered spouse; and, Dakota also battered and
has an order of protection; yet, there’s no protection for a male
battered spouse; nothing, such exists;

Certainly, no protection exists for any whistleblower on a system
like the family courthouse; which, is a slaughterhouse; where, no
parents’ rights are given to children; it’s, just a frock and a wig show
where you’re just asked to swear; because, it’s fictional; as,
Dakota’s a-turn-on-you/a-turn-on-me; all, happyface would see;
was, the sound a sheep might make; it, would BAR; because,
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Logically, Dakota could only remain with his beloved loving parents;
yet, dakota’s life would be just ripped apart by the new york city
family slaughterhouse; of, no oversight; anyway, let me get into
some of these lyrics right now; perhaps

Stories, here can assist you before we complete the talk of the
wasi’chu effect in this volume; and, can go on to eclipse as a
movement; and, how such a movement brings about a change in a
manner that is of the path of least resistance; the, wasi’chu effect is
cleared away once and for all time;

This, is the time for songs and poetry which is revolutionary; you,
go into the year four thousand twenty-six; two, thousand years
since this is being written; these, are the lyrics you can hear;
coming, out of a moment of time; that, boys are living in a
misandristic world;

All, bottom jobs no one want to do the world over; the, bottom forty
two at least are all occupied by males; jobs, like slaughterhouse
workman; anyway, you can be uplifted more; you, can feel more
empowered; here, are just some lyrics of songs; which, are lyrics
you can learn to sing; all, are given to you coming to create a whole
brain patterning inside you; and, many were written in a time now
where Dakota is yet to be able to have ever seen his father;
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Beloved; gathered, in this
forest tonight

Now…. can you remember…..
All, ye beloved….. gathered…. in this forest…..here on turtle
island….tonight….Oh Wankan...wankan tanka
Now i know it is you …..who is here....who is gathered…..
In this valley….of grass...now i know it is you who is like me ….oh
wankan...wankan tanka…. Now while you’re feeling like this….right
now…. In the air….in this forest...on turtle island….tonight…..right
now…..oh wankan...wankan tanka
Are you feeling this ….in the air….tonight…..all surrounding
you…...tonight...oh wankan...wankan tanka
Now you have your family full of braves around you…...oh
wankan...oh wankan...wankan tanka...
Now I’ve been heavy weighed down ….till this moment …..all my
life...till this moment….all my life….wankan tanka....wankan tanka
Now can you feel this in the air…..all surrounds you….on turtle
island …...can you hear this ...can you hear this...on turtle
island…..right now...
Now ….can you remember….can you please look around right
now...right now Can you look around at all of your beloved’s
faces…..right now….right now….now can you feel this…can you
feel this in the air tonight...in the ground...all around…..can you feel
this…..can you feel this….can you feel this in the air….. tonight….
oh wankan...wankan tanka... Can you feel this…..can you feel this
beat…. of this earth…..of this rhythm….of this earth….right
now…..oh wankan...wankan tanka
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Now, if you told me you were suffering...i want you to know it’s me
who is here….and it’s me who is lifting my hands...in your name
Now i remember….as i walked...into the forest...down to the river...it
was your hair...that shone like gold….in the hot morning sun….
Now even if you're a stranger...my friend….i’d leave you with my
things…. Now i know you…..you cannot hide...it’s me…. i know
what you’ve done...there’s nowhere for you to hide…..
Yet you cannot know who i am….

Now I am here right now…. amongst you...not above you....not in
front of you…..yet behind you….i’m below you….giving you
support….can you hear this….tonight...you can hear this
tonight...and i can see what’s being done…. Oh wankan...oh
wankan….wankan tanka...wankan tanka...
Now you can listen with your own two ears...
Wankan is looking through you …...with your own two eyes...
So can you be with me now…..can you eclipse with me now...you
can put the bank back inside you and i right now...oh
wankan...wankan tanka…..
For i know where you’ve been...all this time….
It’s all of rusted mirror…. and full of what’s unwise…..just a pack of
lies….

Now…. can you remember…..
All, ye beloved….. gathered…. in this forest…..here on turtle
island….tonight….Oh Wankan...wankan tanka
Now i know it is you …..who is here....who is gathered…..

In this valley….of grass...now i know it is you who is like me ….oh
wankan...wankan tanka…. Now while you’re feeling like this….right
now…. In the air….in this forest...on turtle island….tonight…..right
now…..oh wankan...wankan tanka
Are you feeling this ….in the air….tonight…..all surrounding
you…...tonight...oh wankan...wankan tanka
Now you have your family full of braves around you…...oh
wankan...oh wankan...wankan tanka...
Now I’ve been heavy weighed down ….till this moment …..all my
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life...till this moment….all my life….wankan tanka....wankan tanka
Now can you feel this in the air…..all surrounds you….on turtle
island …...can you hear this ...can you hear this...on turtle
island…..right now...
Now ….can you remember….can you please look around right
now...right now Can you look around at all of your beloved’s
faces…..right now….right now….now can you feel this…can you
feel this in the air tonight...in the ground...all around…..can you feel
this…..can you feel this….can you feel this in the air….. tonight….
oh wankan...wankan tanka... Can you feel this…..can you feel this
beat…. of this earth…..of this rhythm….of this earth….right
now…..oh wankan...wankan tanka

Well i’ve been awakened….i'm aware…. you don't have to
despair…
You can wipe away those tears….for it’s been many a years...
How could i not remember….you’re in this moment….right
now….it’s this moment you’re in….and whilst you’re in this
moment….this is lasting forever

Now I remember…..the first time…... i ever saw you...and you
looked deeply into my eyes Now I’ve done what i can ….and i’ll
keep going...i’d like you to be able to talk to me….i’d even come
here to be close to you….you can wipe away the tears you’ve
cried...you can talk to me…..we can be together….yet all you’ve
done...is to have remained...in silence Now I know you don’t
know….you don’t know who you’re dealing with…. I’ve not got your
wooly hoodedness….and i haven’t cared for your bully hoodedness
either I’ll use a piece of willow...it’s the wood used here on turtle
island….i’ll cast my spell….like iktome….like the coyote……

For I’m a savage of the wilderness…. uncivilized
You’re not gonna ghost me
The pain i have is a joy
Yet the pain is ongoing
Yet this is not unfamiliar to you and i
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Now…. can you remember…..
All, ye beloved….. gathered…. in this forest…..here on turtle
island….tonight….Oh Wankan...wankan tanka
Now i know it is you …..who is here....who is gathered…..
In this valley….of grass...now i know it is you who is like me ….oh
wankan...wankan tanka…. Now while you’re feeling like this….right
now…. In the air….in this forest...on turtle island….tonight…..right
now…..oh wankan...wankan tanka
Are you feeling this ….in the air….tonight…..all surrounding
you…...tonight...oh wankan...wankan tanka

Now you have your family full of braves around you…...oh
wankan...oh wankan...wankan tanka...
Now I’ve been heavy weighed down ….till this moment …..all my
life...till this moment….all my life….wankan tanka....wankan tanka
Now can you feel this in the air…..all surrounds you….on turtle
island …...can you hear this ...can you hear this...on turtle
island…..right now...
Now ….can you remember….can you please look around right
now...right now Can you look around at all of your beloved’s
faces…..right now….right now….now can you feel this…can you
feel this in the air tonight...in the ground...all around…..can you feel
this…..can you feel this….can you feel this in the air….. tonight….
oh wankan...wankan tanka... Can you feel this…..can you feel this
beat…. of this earth…..of this rhythm….of this earth….right
now…..oh wankan...wankan tanka

I went for a walk in the forest….and all that was standing
around….was tall...and i called out into this forest….but no voice
returned….this is the last voice….of this ancient forest…. And all
you can see is the forest….no more...no more
For this is the hollow in the nave….round the winds spin...oh
wankan...oh wankan
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For how can you buy fresh air….how can you buy fresh
water...whatever you do to the forest Whatever you do to the
beasts….you do to yourselves….
for this is the hollow in the nave...round the winds spin…

It’s the first time...it’s the last time….we ever met…
I’ll do what i can...you can be back with me…
I love you….my son...you’re the wheel…
That is turning this universe...the same wheel that turns this
sun….oh wankan tanka...oh wankan
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Heaven Is Between Two
Children Playing
There's a woman who's sure….that one parent needs all
And she’s pointing away from heaven
And when you get there she knows, all the doors will be closed

Yet while money comes in the door
It’ll stop love going out the window

Don’t be about daddy pay and stay away
Why should you not be about males, like saving whales And it’s
only with a word she gets the government as her parent And she’s
pointing the way for you away from heaven

She’s coming out as a priest
Caesar can have his feast
And you and i be thought of the least
And she’s pointing the way for you away from heaven

It’s an office she’s in
An office alone
She’s not there to hear any child cry
For there’s a dawning bird who is singing you this song And it’s not
coming to you from this bird’s memory

It’s for you to complete...the walk you do can be more concrete You
have this post on your wall
Can you live now with yourself
Your thought no longer be misgiven
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My son you took away
You didn’t care he nearly cried himself to death
So easily
I saw you even smiling while you did it
You just want my boy
To become part of the infant-tree

Ooh is it that you wonder
Doesn’t it make you ponder?

Is there a feeling you get
A medicine wheel of the west
All things being shed away
Making way for what’s new
Yet is your spirit crying for a vision quest
Is it that thoughts you are seen
Is like a thick fog without a breeze
You cannot see the forest for the trees

Ooh is it that you wonder
Doesn’t it make you ponder?

And it’s softly said that soon, as you and i can all be calling this
tune It’s Iktome and the coyote than can lead you to reason

And in the dawning of this day, for all that’s tall that stands around
That you called out into the forest but no voice returned
This is the last voice of this ancient forest
Yet the wind in the forest is whispering sweet nothing

If there’s slimy toads in your borough groves
And gyre and gimble in your wabe,
You’d have frunned a frimtious bandersnatch
It's Just the spring cleaning of a count
Now there’s two masters you’re asked to serve
Yet you can only serve one in the long run
Are you on a track less travelled
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For the road can have been long
Yet there’s still time this bank is directing the currency
You can have made a mistake
But please don’t continue you've made an error

The ment is what’s dead, it's just on a piece of paper
And a black frock and a white wig
The count only called you to join him
Now madam can you hear the wind whispering sweet nothing
Did you know the way you were pointing was lies
Instead of the whispering wind

And as you trundle along down your road
I want you to know your shadow is beyond your soul
And there goes the woman you all know
In a wig and a frock, it’s a mother tongue
Yet it’s me who is here with a light
You can be shown the path
And it’s where everything is turning to love
Yet if you’re listening, listen deep
The tune will come later
As all is one you have a heart of stone
You’ve just been a rock i didn’t see roll

And she’s pointing away from heaven

i, am red dog and i will speak; can, you be like happyface and join
this eclipse movement?; as, a movement here on turtle island, for,
the earth; happyface, has many songs such as the ones above; i,
found that by joining in; happyface, plays some fifteen unique
instruments; and, i myself play stringed instrument; vocal,
percussion and flute;
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Yet, the melody of these songs would more be going down the
scale; energy, would be coming in to your body; what, happyface
has been expressing has caused a sufferedness of an ongoing
condition; and, it was from humble beginning; as, i’ve said; it, was
to have the feeling of being just a grain of sand on the beach; all,
else was the ocean; this, grain of sand was coming up against;

As, a young child; happyface, was not aware of the world; the,
world only came just a bit occasionally on the pedal push radio in
the morning; and, for that small moment all that was there; and, as
the pedal push was turned off; the, world also was; yet, all people of
the land on turtle island here; i, know firsthand and personally;
such, do take notice happyface has ministered to rich and famous;
yet, has suffered the persecution of having his son stolen; by, fraud;
a, constructive trespass against his name; his, title and blood;

In, the spirit of bitter persecution; that’s, reviling; yet, challenged as
is; for, happyface i could feel within my own self; a, very deep great
sorrow; anyway, it’s a fact happyface beheld a vision; that, as i
could look i could see; is, a way forward for all of us; a, light can
come on for you; you, can hear happyface’s voice; and, the songs
above gripped all who have got to experience such live theater;

Before, any ceremony you always received an awakening from
happyface; for, speaking out happyface would be called a
“pee-brain”; and, the journal-ass would quit the job held; because,
no first hand knowledge or report of witnesses was kept by the rag;

Though, you can understand that this can have made anyone
upset; how, would you like to have your child just taken from you?;
this, hasn’t destroyed happyface’s ability to have cried out for a
vision; happyface, had such vision and could see; all, being
persecuted her on turtle island; yet, heaven is between two children
playing;
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It is that happyface has suffered ongoing injury cost and damage;
that, is irreparable; and, the same be said of happyface’s son;
those, who have kidnapped are wrongdoers; happyface, has a
default judgment against; yet, where’s the wo/man in an office; who,
independently is a third party witness; at, the moment happyface is
looking to find that; yet, twenty four months have passed here on
turtle island; to, see if any remnant of common law still exists; it’s,
supposed to;

So, it was with me; red dog; i, was able to come into this holy sea;
that, i am the executor of my own corpse; not, someone else; and,
though beloved persecuted happyface; and, tampered with the
transcripts; and, permanently injure those assisting happyface at
the time; no, oversight exists in the wasi’chu system; zero;

While, the wasi’chu system has persecuted happyface; and, taken
everything away; and, i can have found where blasphemy has been
against him; falsely; for, participating in protected disclosure and
conduct; against, official misconduct in new york city; if, you’re a
whistleblower you get retaliated against; in, the wasi’chu system;

Happyface, was led by such to let the heart guide the tongue; yet,
in wasi’chu’s system here; you, get persecuted for doing such; i,
have personally witnessed this vision; the, act of this; it, makes
sense to me; i, can know i’m in the presence of wankan; yet, what’s
going on do you have a feeling that’s what's the cause of any
denial; of, that happyface has observed;

All would see a day where CB-cowo regime in the USA you see a
bomber role in attacking a foreign nation infrastructure; murdering,
innocent beloved; such, comes about because only a sky zealot is
a CB-cowo operative; so, is the oval office in USA; each, take care
of each others’ business; and, to blockade food in the black sea;

It’s, destined to be food shortages in your nation as well as other
places; the, demand made is the reason of the strange attractor
which ushers in a new epoch; yet, you need to know about the
crime of genocide;
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